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Trustees:
No plans to
reduce staff
at MCCH

Countries
agree on
weapons
reduction

By RYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
Staff reduction at Murray
Calloway County Hospital is
not on the radar, it was
announced at the monthly meeting of the MCCH board Ot

Obama, Medvedev
sign treaty to cut
nuclear arms

ITUSLOCS.

Board
Treasurer
Kenny
Darnell made a special point to
address rumors he said were circulating about a possible stall
reduction.
'There are no plans to reduce
staff at this time,' Darnell said.
reporting from an earlier discusSiORI in the finance committee.
The South Tower expansion
project is wrapping up. and it
was reported that a final invoice
will be provided by the Ma
board meeting.
Brad Bloetner, vice president
of financial services, reported
that the hospital had a net
income of $321,000 for the
month of February. He said
inpatient revenue was up and
outpatient revenue was down.
The hospital is currently spending under year-to-date budgeted
ilITIOUtliS and has a YTD net
income of $1.1 million
Budgeted net income for thipoint is $2.3 million.
Board member Larry Elkins
asked about the hospital endow -

KYSER LOUGH i Ledger & Times

Field Trip Fun
Students and faculty from the Berea Mennonite
Church in Ftiftherford, Tenn., took a field trip this
week to Land Between the Lakes and stopped in
Murray tr play baseball at Murray-Calloway County
Perk. Pictured above, Wendel Diller. 7, eyes the hail
as he prepares to hit U single during his firs at bat.
Al left„loanne Yoder, eighth grade student throws
the bail back to the plicAer after making a ptay at first
base. Below, Mennonkte students wait their turn to
bat The school entrains* ranges from ft:at to eiOth
grad* students.

See Page 2A
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Crews search mine for
4 missing in
\fa, blast
By LAWRENCE RISISINA
anti DEN* POTTER
Asseciated Press Miters
MONTCOAL. W.Va 1,AP) —
Rescue crews began working
their way by rail car and on foot
through a West Virginia coal
mine early Thursday in search
of four miners missing since a
blast killed 25 colleagues in the
worst U.S. mining disaster in
more than two decades.

1111 See Page 2A

Big Brothers Big Sisters serve
vital role in aiding local youth
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Adult volunteers with Big Brothers
Big Sisters of Calloway County play
vital roles in aiding school-age youth
involved in the program in many
ways.
They all report that mattering is
not a one-sided experience. The
youngsters are every bit as much a
blessing and learning experience to
them as they hope to be for their "little brothers" and "little sisters."
Murray State University student
Amber Ash is one of those. She got
involved in the BBBS program about
two years ago through taking classes
in Murray State University's Youth

"We urge:your HMS;'sof your walkt!"
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By GEORGE JAHN and
VLADIMIR ISACHENKOV
Associated Press Writers
PRAGUE(AP)--- Seeking to
end years of rancor, President
Barack °barna and Russian
President
D mitry
Medvedev on
Thursday
signed
the
biggest nuclear
arms pact in a
generation and
envisioned a
day when they.
can c o mpro- alums
m toe on the
divisive issue of missile
defense.
The new treaty, the first of its
kind in twe decades and marl,
a year in the waking, signaled a.
bold new °paints in relations',
between the forgoer Cold War
foes. Both leaders hoped for
more progress on economic
matters and potentially even
deeper cuts in their robust
nuclear arsenals, while the
Russian president still warned
of potential pitfalls ahead.
The pact will shrink the limit
of nuclear warheads to 1,55(1
per country over seven years.
That still allows for nautual

II See Page 2A

FerOCIISI
Eiy The Associated Pesos
Thursday . Partly sunny A
20 percent chance of showers
in the rooming. Highs in the
upper 508. Northwest winds 10
to 15 mph.
Thursday
night.. Mostly
clear. Lows in the upper 30s.
Northwest winds 5 to 10 mph.
Friday.. Mostly sunny. Highs
in the lower 60s.
Friday night.. Clear. Lowe in
the upper 30s.
Saturday Mostly
sunny.
Highs around 70
Saturday night. .Clear Lows
In the upper 40s.
Sunday.. Mostly clear. Highs
72 to 77.

NOW ritRousilrr?

control

Don't be told that you have mold
until you have talked to us!
For the TRUTH about mold, give us a call.
270-761-BUGS(2847)

and Non-Profit Leadership program
following a presentation by Suzy
Crook, director of BBBS in Calloway
County.
A youth director at a couple of different churches, Ash, a major iri organizational communications. says
being a big sister to 13-year-old
Ashley Callihan. a student at Murray
Middle School. just seemed natural.
She started meeting with Ashley as
part of BBBS'in-school program, but
then moved to the community-based
program.
"It just sounded like something I
wanted to do. I've always enjoyed

II See Page 2A
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TOM BERRY/Lodget & Tirrec

BBBS volunteer mentors Kendnck Quisenberry, left, and Amber Ash, right, gather with youngsters Dante Darcus, center left, and Ashley Callihan, center riOt. for
a meeting in Murray-Calloway Central Park Wednesday afternoon at Waters
Schoolhouse. BBBS is now trying to raise $30,000 to keep the mentoring program
going strong for another year.
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MSU employees instructed
on 'getting published' techniques

From Front
GOV. Joe Manchin said crews
entered the Upper Big Branch
mine, about 30 miles south of
Charleston, at 4:55 a.m. EDT
and hoped to reach the area
where they might find the missing miners sometime before
noon
Rescuers had to wait to enter
the mine until crews drilled
holes deep into the earth to ventilate lethal carbon monoxide,
highly explosive hydrogen. as
well as methane gas. which has
been blamed for the explosion.
The air quality was deemed safe
enough for four teams of eight
members each to go on what
officials were still calling a rescue mission.
Officials and townsfolk alike
admitted they didn't expect to
find any of the four missing
miners alive more than two days
after the massive explosion.
Poisonous gases have filled the
underground tunnels since
Monday afternoon's blast.

neunal spirit."
By HAIN1UMS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
"The atmosphere seems to
Visiting campus on Thursday, foster invention and creativity."
editor Terry Brennan congratu- he said.
Brennan mentioned how when
lated Murray State University
for encouraging its employees he arnved on campus that mornto publish books.
ing. he was taking advantage it
Brennan is the senior acquisi- the spread of snacks by samtions editor in the higher educa- pling some guacamole. He said
tion division for Kendall Hunt he was surprised to see a lobster
Publishing Company and was on the table and avoided it, not
on campus this week advising sure how fresh it would be.
faculty on honing their material After a couple of minutes. an
and getting published. He has MSU faculty member came out
worked in the publishing indus- and told him it was not a real
try for more than 30 years and lobster but was, in fact, a sculphas previously worked for ture made from toilet paper
Simon and Schuster, Pearson, Before he knew it, she a.
Prentice Hall and others.
telling hint about the intric..6.1..
In the past. Brennan has of making realistic art from toisigned three contracts for books let paper and how she had an
published by MSU faculty. The idea to do a photographic book
HAWKINS TEAGUEJLedger & Times most
recent
is
William on the st,bject.
MSU RECEPTION: Terry Brennan, left, senior acquisitions editor in the higher education diviKoeneckc's "Improving the
"I love my job," he said. "It's
sion with Kendall Hunt Publishing Company, speaks with Murray State University President Dr.
Writing Skills of Tomorrow's never the same,"
Randy Dunn at a reception held in Alexander Hall Wednesday afternoon. Brennan was in town
Teachers: Grammar Can Be
Gantt. a Professor Emeritus
this week advising faculty on getting published.
Your Best Friend." The first was for
Department
the
of
"Leading
with
Character. Organizational Communication.
Purpose and Passion: Three thanked Dunn for attending the
Ways to be More Successful at reception and said he was conHome and Work," by Roper tinuing the tradition MSU has of
NOTICE
Weis and Vernon Gantt and the encouraging publication among
Dante focus on both fun and
From Front
From Front
• A meeting of the Murray
second was "The Presentation its faculty. something he said
learning as part of the program.
Independent
Board
of
working with kids," Ash said
From
Quisenberry is pan of BBBSs' destruction several times over. Guidebook:
the some other universities did not.
Education, regularly sched"It
was nght up my alley so I community-based program.
But it is intended to send a Classroom to the Boardroom," Dunn, in turn, said he congratuuled for tonight, has been
called Suzy and the rest is histo'I'm community based. but I strong signal that Russia and the by Crystal Rae Codl Coleman.
lates that authors and is always
delayed until Thursday. April
MSU President Dr. Randy impressed that any professor
still come to the school," he
15 because of spring break.
U.S. — which between them
Callihan says she looks for- said. "I decided it would be best own more than 90 percent
• The Calloway County
joined
Koenecke, can find the time to write a book
of the Dunn
ward to getting together with to look over his work during
School
District Finance
world's nuclear weapons — are Coleman. Weis. Gantt and other and get it published.
Ash just for fun and for help school hours and not focus on
Corporation will have a spefaculty for a reception in
Brennan concurred with Gantt
serious about disarmament.
cial called meeting tonight in
with her social skills.
Alexander Hall Wednesday to and said he was dismayed by the
outside and hanging out."
Obama
and
Medvedev
reafconjunction with the regular
-We normally go to the virtual
thank Brennan for his help. recent trend he had noticed in
Of course. Dante loves to play firmed their
commitment to conmeeting of the Calloway
arcade and go out to eat and basketball and football and
Koenecke said Brennan is which people criticize professidering new sanctions against
County Board of Education
talk," she said. "But she also Quisenberry tries to make as
always gracious, meeting with sors for publishing books and
Iran
at approximately 6 p.m. in
if
the Islamic republic con- anyone
helps me in getting along with many games as possible to suphe has time for and help- requiring their students to use
the board office. The purtinues to refuse to suspend ura- ing them in any way
people better."
port his little brother.
he can. He them for class, claiming the propose of the meeting is to
nium enrichment and start talks said when Brennan wasn't inter- fessors are
However learning is also
"It's good just for him to know
reaping the benefits
consider adopting a resoluested in what the potential for selling more books. He cited
important.
that I'm there to back him up on its nuclear program.
tion authorizing the issuance
Medvedev said it's regrettable author had to offer, he gave a bill that had been put forward
"When I was in the school sci- athletically and maybe giving
of revenue bonds for school
that
Iran has not responded to them good advice on what to do in the Tennessee state legislature
ence
fair
she
him
helped
a
few
me
out
with
pointers,"
he
said."
building purposes.
my project," Callihan said, sayBig Brothers Big Sisters of many constructive proposals the with their writing, who they trying to combat the so-called
• The Murray City Council
ing her project was testing vacu- Calloway County is now about a international community has should contact and what to do problem.
*ill meet at 6:30 tonight
(Thursday) at City Hall. There
um cleaners to determine which month into the annual Campus- offered, and it's possible the next.
He said most professors barely
will be a second reading of an
Brennan said he visits many. make any money from their
type works best.
Community Buddy Campaign, United
Nations
Security
ordinance amending the
Ash says she's only required an effort to raise $30,000 to pro- Council will have to take up the many campuses for his job and books and generally write
2009-2010 budget for a storm
to spend an hour a month with
vide adult issue. And Obama said the U.S. always enjoys coming to MSU because their are passionate
water utility capital projects
her little sister, but it doesn't
mentor servwill not tolerate any actions by because of its "creative, intelli- about their fields of study and
line item including a $769,060 tun)
ices to hun- Iran that risk an arms race in the gent and enthusiastic" faculty. simply think they can write a
out that way.
FEMA grant. The council will
dreds
"We usually wind up spending
of Middle East or threaten the He said the campus had its own better book than what is already
also vote on a municipal order
unique feel and an "entrepre- out there.
local youth credibility
more time than that because we
appointing John Krieb to the
of the international
for
another
want
to
interact
with
one
anothBoard of Zoning Adjustments
community.
year. Crook
er," she said.
to fill the unexpired term of
'['hey spoke after sitting sidesaid
the
Kendrick Quisenberry, anothKim Griffo, which will expire
by-side in an elegant hall in the
effort
has
er MSU student working on a
Dec. 13, 2011.
collected Czech Republic capital city, From Front
master's degree with plans to
• The Murray Public Works
"The project is really moving
signing the nuclear arms deal
$3,790
in
Committee will meet at City
become a guidance counselor,
along and I have every expectathat
awaits
ratification
by
the ment fund, as it is listed as a line
donations so
Hall at 5:10 p.m. today
tells about the same story
tion that it will be ready to open
Russian legislature and the U.S. item with everything else and
(Thursday). They will discuss
far
with
regarding his relationship with
in August," Bailey said.
Senate,
The
bids for a 3/4-ton truck for the
White
House
lobbyabout
had an income of $77,(X)0.
six
"little brother," Dante Darcus.
The board also voted board
gas department, budgeted at
weeks to go ing effort on ratification is under Bloemer said that while the
Quisenberry was also recruited
member
Steve Owens back as
$32,500; bids for chemicals; into the program
way.
and
is
numbers are all counted togethby Crook and
vice chair after board member
bids for pipe for a gas main
encouraging
The upbeat U.S. president said er, the endowment is still a sepis glad he took the rewarding
Hal Kemp asked to be taken off
extension
on
Coles
anyone and
he was confident that Democrats arate entity and he would be
step of reaching out and Quoit
the executive board.
Campground Road; and bids
everyone
to
happy
to
report
it
separately
if
it
and Republicans would ratify
befriending Dante.
foi a trade-in of a 2004 direcIn other business, the board:
donate to a the treaty in the Senate. where was the will of the board. There
While helping to raise money
tional drill for a 2010 direction• had a moment of silence for
that
cause
aids
so
many
of
the
was
some
minor
discussion
but
for
BBBS,
he
decided
to go a
67 votes will be required.
al drill,
the deaths of Ashley Gesler. forstep further and become an adult area's children.
The
"Today is an important mile- no action was taken.
Public
Safety
mer MCCH employee, and
The
total
could
be
as
high
as
Plans
for
the
residential
hosvolunteer mentor.
Committee will then meet at
stone for nuclear security and
pice house continue to move Gary Taylor,
5:30 p.m. to hear a report
"It was just something I $5,000 this morning with total
nonproliferation, and for U.S.• issued a special commendaforward with the decision to hire
from the Traffic Report
thought I would like to do and pledges possibly amounting to
Russia relations,- Obama said.
significant
additional
funds
architect Joe Jones to develop tion to the staff of MCCH for
Committee regarding parking
be interested in," Quisenberry
Medvedev hailed the signing as
helping the effort toward the
on Olive Boulevard, North
plans for the facility. Jones pre- their good attitude and work
said.
goal. Teams of local volunteers a historic event that would viously designed the South ethic during the recent move to
15th Street and Hughes
Darcus, a student at Calloway
are now reaching out to the launch a new chapter of cooper- Tower and had what MCCH the South Tower,
Street.
The
County Middle School, says he
Finance/Personnel
MSU campus-Murray commu- ation between the countries.
• heard and approved a patient
CEO Keith Bailey called an
and his new mentor have a lot of
Committee will then meet at 6
Inside the hall, the anticipated "aggressive bid."
nity to gather donations.
care report and medical staff
fun
and
learn
a
lot
when
they
get
p.m. to discuss budget objecFor more information conmoment came as the two presiBailey reported construction report,
together.
tives for fiscal year 2010cerning Big Brothers Big Sisters dents picked up their pens, has begun on the new gerospych
• adjourned into executive Sc'
"We play basketball, lift
2011.
of Calloway County or to glanced at each other and unit and he expects it to be com- sion to
discuss potential litigaweights and just hang out,"
donate, contact Crook at 750- grinned as they signed several pleted quickly.
tion.
Darcus said.
• To report a Town Crier
2227.
documents, with aides transferQuisenberry says he and
item call 753-1916
ring the papers back and forth so
all would have both signatures. First lady wants to see pink at track
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP)— Churchill Downs will be a sea of
When it was done, the leaders
Read the Want Ads Daily
pink on Kentucky Oaks Day. if first lady Jane Beshear has her
seemed momentarily at a loss, way.
with Medvedev flashing a smile
As was the case last year. Oaks visitors will be encouraged to
and a shrug before they stood to
wear pink to support breast cancer awareness. Beshear says she
shake hands.
hopes men and women will dress in pink for the races.
Obama said the treaty sets a
WAVE-TV reports Churchill Downs has pledged to donate a dolThe Civil War comes to Western Kentucky in
lar for every person who attends the races on Oaks Day, which is
foundation for further cuts in
April 30.
nuclear arms.
I Pray the Lord My Soul

Term Crier

•BBBS aids youth...

II Weapons...

•MCCH staff...

Two New Books by Kenneth Tucker
to Keep!

The story of a man who did not know who he was.
Depicts Grant's seizure of Paducah, the Union's occupation
of Mayfield, the Battle of Fort Donelson, and Morgan's
Christmas Raid upon Muldraugh Hill! Based upon John
Ford's Jacobean play, Perkin Warbeck,

The Old Lit Professor's
Book of Favorite Readings,
edited by Kenneth Tucker
An anthology of selections gleaned from more than 50
years of reading, including authors both well-known and relatively unknown, including classic authors such as
Shakespeare. Melville, and Poe as well as impressive contemporary regional authors such as Constance Alexander,
Ann Neelon. E. Don Harpe, Jo-Ann Hammons, Robert Allen,
and Jane Combs.
Price,s may vary Awilable at the Murray State Bookstore and on line at AuthorHouse,
Amazon.com, Barnes and Noble, Borders, and other dealers. Books may be ordered directlyfrom
AuthorHouse at 1-888-280-7715.
kyken.com

medical
reserve
corps

Kentucky Region One Medical Reserve
Corps is seeking medical and non-medical
volunteers in Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall and
McCracken Counties.

In times of need Kentucky HELPS!!
(..")
0—
__J
LI—I

To join Region One Medical Reserve Corps and KHELPS,
register at https://khelps.chfs.ky.gov.

Free training for health professionals and lay volunteers
willing to volunteer in public health emergencies or dis4411 asters.

IMO s

Kentucky Region One MRC — a Joint effort of Purchase
District and
Marshall County Health Departments
270-247-1490
270-527.1496

Upcoming free training with nursing Cars — May 22, 20I0 in Bowling
Green
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Nearly half of Americans won't pay federal taxes

Gary Thomas Taylor
Gary Thomas Taylor. 58. Gilbert Street, Hazel, died Tuesday.
April 6. 10, at his home.
He was the owner of Taylor Motors
Incorporated and a 1973 graduate of Murray State
University. He attended Glendale Road Church of
Christ, participating in the Semper Fi Sunday
School Class and was a part of a small group with
the Christian Community Church. He was born
September 5, 1951.
Survivors include his wife, Peggy Jean Forres
Taylor, to whom he was married Aug. 21, 1976, in
Murray; three sons, Greg Taylor and wife. Kristin.
Taylor
and Charles Taylor and wife, Angela, all of Murray.
and John Taylor and wife, Christine, Highland,
his parents, Tommye D. and Anna Faye Miller Taylor, one sister,
Jennifer Taylor. and one brother, David Taylor and wife. Jennifer, all
of Murray; five grandchildren, Kate, Benjamin, Elijah, Ethne and
Evelyn Taylor: several aunts, uncles, nieces and nephews.
l'he funeral will be Saturday at 10 a.m, in the auditorium of
Glendale Road Church of Christ. John Dale, Bro. Martin Severns,
Dr. Tom Green and Bro. Mark Randall will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at the
church from 4 to 8 p.m. Friday. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to New Covenant
Christian Academy, P.O. Box 348, Hardin, KY 42048; or Christian
Fellowship School, 1343 US Hwy 68 East, Benton, KY 42025.

Ricky Stone
Ricky L. Stone, 52, Murray, died Thursday. April 1, 2010, at his
home. He was the son of the late Chester and Agnus Workman
Stone.
Survivors include his wife, Dorothy Stone; one stepdaughter,
Kim Lawrence, Murray; three sisters, Emma Joe Edward. Benton.
Mary Edna Vick, Hardin. and Sarah Darnell. Murray; five stepgrandchildren; six stepgreat-grandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.
A private family service will he held at a later date. Imes-Miller
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Dr. Herbert C. Denham
The funeral for Dr. Herbert C. Denham will be Friday at II a.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Bro. Glynn On will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial
Gardens. Visitation will be today (Thursday) from 5
to 9 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Westside Baptist Church, 207 Robertson Rd., South.
Murray, KY 42071.
Dr. Denham, 82, Camelot Drive, Murray, died Tuesday. April 6,
2010 at 11:20 a.m. at his home.
He was an Optometrist practicing for 50 years and in Murray
since 1972. An Amy veteran, he was the recipient of the Purple
Heart, Bronze Star and Combat Infantry Badge. He was a member
of Westside BaptistChurch.
Born January 25, 1928, he was the son of the late John M. and
01lis Cole Denham. Also preceding him in death were three brothers, Oscar. Dolphus and Billy J. Denham.
Survivors include his wife, Shirley Brannon Denham. to whom
he was married March 27, 1960 in Paducah: three sons. John
Denham and wife. Lon, Murray. Mark Denham and wife, Leslie.
Franklin, Tenn.. and David Denham and wife, Christine. Irving,
Texas; eight grandchildren, Chris. Jared. Daniel, Amy, Emily and
Kaitlyn Denham, Julie Bryant and Sarah Montgomery; two greatgrandchildren. Keria and Jordan Denham.

Mrs. Thelma Jones
A graveside inernonal service for Mrs. Thelma Jones will be
Friday at 2 p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery with Rev. Bob Saywell
officiating. Visitation will be at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
after noon on Friday until the funeral hour.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First United Methodist
Church of Murray Youth Program, 503 Maple St., Murray, KY
42071.
Mrs. Jones, 99. Murray, died Tuesday. April 6, 2010, at
a m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A member of First
United Methodist Church, she was retired from Murray State
University Food Service.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Walter R. Jones
Sr., her second husband. Ivan Schwarrn, one daughter, Wanda Ruth
Jones, one son, Walter R. Jones Jr.; two sisters, 011ie Bea Hoffman
and Elba Ruth Beasley: three brothers, Hubert Clifford. Ira Eathell
and Buford Beasley. Born September 18. 1910, in Benton County,
Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Clifford and Mary Pearl
Craig Beasley.
Survivors include one daughter, Sally Jones Crass and husband.
A.B.. Ocala Fla.; daughter-in-law, Mary Ellen Jones, Murray: one
sister. Arra Nell Brown, Lone Oak; four grandchildren, Walter R.
(Tripp) Jones, Gina Gream, Laurie Rollins and Susan Howard; six
great-grandchildren, Amberly Rollins Walker, Morgan Rollins King.
Hugh Rollins, Ashley Jones, Heather Combs Congdon and Edwin
Coombs: two great-great-grandchildren. Caroline Larkins and Reese
King; one stepdaughter. Faye Spann and husband. Don; three stepsons, Bob Schwarm and wife, Judy, Glenn Schwarm and wife.
Michelle, and Carroll Shwarm and wife, Jo Ann; II stepgrandchildren.

Learn How.To Cut Your
Mowing Time In Half

WASHINGTON (API-Tax
Day is a dreaded deadline for
millions, but for nearly half of
U.S. households it's simply
somebody else's problem.
About 47 percent will pay no
federal income taxes at all for
2009. Either their incomes were
too low, or they qualified for
enough credits, deductions and
exemptions to eliminate their
liability. That's according to
projections by the Tax Policy
Center, a Washington research
organization.
Most people still are required
to file returns by the April 15
deadline. The penalty for skipping it is limited to the amount
of taxes owed, but it's still
almost always better to file:
That's the only way to get a
refund of all the income taxes
withheld by employers.
In recent years, credits for
low- and middle-income families have grown so much that a
family of four making as much
as $50,000 will owe no federal
income tax for 2009, as long as
there are two children younger
than 17, according to a separate
analysis by the consulting firm

WASHINGTON(AP,-The
Food and Drug Administration
is cracking down on what are
billed as fat-melting injections
used in spas across the U.S.,
saying the drugs have not been
proven safe or effective.
Lipodissolve injections, a
popular nonsurgical alternative
to liposuction, are used to dissolve small fat deposits around
the legs, arms and belly. The
FDA said Wednesday the drugs
have not been cleared by federal
scientists, as required by law.
The agency issued warning
letters to a half-dozen spas that
offer the injections, citing them
for making unsubstantiated
claims about lipodissolve therapy.
"The claims made for your
lipodissolve products are false
and misleading in that they are
not supported by substantial evi-
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MURRAY HOME 61 AUTO, INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST

and credits, especially for families with children, there have
long been people who don't
it, mainly lower-income families.
The number of households
that don't pay federal income
taxes increased substantially in
2008. when the poor economy
reduced incomes and Congress
cut taxes in an attempt to help
recovery.
In 2007, about 38 percent ot
households paid no federal
income tax, a figure that jumped
to 49 percent in 2008. according
to estimates by the Tax Policy
Center.
In 2008, President George W.
Bush signed a law providing
most families with rebate checks
of $300 to $1,200. Last year.
Obama signed the economic
recovery law that expanded
some tax credits and created oth •
ers.
Most targeted low- and middle-income families credits for
college expenses, buying a new
home and upgrading an existing
home with energy-efficient
doors, windows, furnaces and
other appliances.

credible scientific evidence to
support these claims," said
Kathleen Anderson. an FDA
deputy director, on a call with
reporters.
Spas that offer the injections
say they are safe and effective.
But public safety advocates
have called for proof and urge
patients to think twice before
paying thousands of dollars for
an unproven procedure.
FDA said it has received
reports of permanent scarring
and hard lumps on patients'
skin. as well as skin deformations after receiving the therapy.
The FDA also issued a warning to a Brazilian company that
sells lipodissolve treatments on
two Web sites: zipmed.net and
mesoone.com.
Lipodissolve and similar
treatments use two chemicals,
phosphatidylcholine. or PC, and

sodium dioxycholate. or DC.
Those chemicals occur naturally
in the human body, but that
doesn't necessarily make them
safe, said Lenox Hill Hospital
plastic surgeon Dr. Jennifer
Walden.
"They are used in the metabolic process of our bodies to
break down fat, but they were
never intended to be extracted,
mixed with other ingredients
and reinjected to break down
fat," said Walden.
Phosphatidylcholine is found
in the FDA-approved drug
infasurf, which is used to treat
respiratory problems in premature infants, according to the
FDA.
According
to
Walden.
lipodissolve injections are often
performed by beauty care specialists who have little or no
medical training.
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dence or substantial clinical
experience," states a letter to All
About You Medspa in Madison.
Ind.
Other spas cited by the FDA
included: Pure Med Spa of Boca
Raton, Fla., Monarch Med Spa
of King of Prussia. Pa., and
three others.
The Web site for Monarch
Med Spa claims that, -Rather
than go through the pain and discomfort associated with liposuction, patients now have the
option of a series of injections
with very minimal discomfort."
Calls to Monarch Med Spa
were not immediately returned
Wednesday.
FDA regulators called on the
spas to stop using such claims
and notify the agency within 15
working days of steps they are
taking to correct the violations.
"FDA is not aware of any

WASHINGTON(AP)-- The Afghanistan and is the only
Taliban released a video known American serviceman in
Wednesday of a man identified captivity. The Taliban claimed
as an American soldier captured his capture in a video released in
in Afghanistan last June, show- mid-July that showed the young
ing him pleading for his freedom soldier appearing downcast and
and to be returned home.
frightened.
In the video, Pfc. Bowe
In the sometimes choppy
Bergdahl says he wants to return video
issued
Wednesday,
to his family in Idaho and that Bergdahl talks about his love for
the war in Afghanistan is not his family, his friends. motorcyworth the number of lives that cles and sailing.
have been lost or wasted in
"I'm a prisoner. I want to go
prison. It is the first he ha.s been home," he says in the video,
seen since the Taliban released a which was made available by
video of him on Christmas.
Washington-based
Site
The seven-minute video of Intelligence Group, which monBergdahl shows him sporting a itors militant Web sites. "This
beard and doing a few push-ups war isn't worth the waste of
to demonstrate he's in good human life that has cost both
physical condition. There was Afghanistan and the U.S. It's not
no way to verify when the worth the amount of lives that
footage was taken or if he is still have been wasted in prisons,
alive.
Guantanamo Bay. Bagram, all
Lt. Col. Chnstopher Garver. those places where we are keepan Army spokesman, said he ing prisoners."
could not immediately confirm
Bergdahl - clad in what
the authenticity of the video.
appeared to be an Army shirt
"Our thoughts. prayers, and and fatigues - clasped his
support remain with the hands together and pleaded:
Bergdahl family during this dif- -The pain in my heart to see my
ficult time," Garver said.
family again doesn't get any
Bergdahl disappeared June smaller. Release me. Please, I'm
30 while based in eastern begging you, bring me home."
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The vast majority of people
who escape federal income
taxes still pay other taxes,
including federal payroll taxes
that fund Social Security and
Medicare, and excise taxes on
gasoline, aviation, alcohol and
cigarettes. Many also pay state
or local taxes on sales, income
and property.
That helps explain the country's aversion to taxes, said Clint
Stretch, a tax policy expert
Deloitte Tax. He said many people simply look at the difference
between their gross pay and
their take-home pay and blame
the government for the disparity.
"It's not uncommon for people to think that their Social
Security taxes, their 401(k)contributions, their share of
employer health premiums, all
of that stuff in their mind gets
lumped into income taxes,"
Stretch said.
The federal income tax is the
government's largest source of
revenue, raising more than $900
billion-or a little less than half
of all government receipts- in
the budget year that ended last
Sept. 30. But with deductions

U.S. soldier captured by
Taliban pleads for release

TimeCutter Z

ELPS.

Deloitte Tax.
Tax cuts enacted in the past
decade have been generous to
wealthy taxpayers, too, making
them a target for President
Barack Obama and Democrats
in Congress. Less noticed were
tax cuts for low- and middleincome families, which were
expanded when Obama signed
the massive economic recovery
package last year.
The result is a tax system that
exempts almost half the country
from paying for programs that
benefit everyone, including
national defense, public safety,
infrastructure and education. It
is a system in which the top 10
percent of earners - households making an average of
S366,400 in 2006 - paid about
73 percent of the income taxes
collected by the federal government.
The bottom 40 percent, on
average, make a profit from the
federal income tax, meaning
they get more money in tax
credits than they would otherwise owe in taxes. For those
people, the govemment sends
them a payment.

FDA cracks down on 'fat melting' drugs
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270-753-2571

SPRING GOSPEL MEETING
at thc

Green Plain
Church of Christ
April 11-15, 2010
Our Speakers will

be

Virgil Hale - Sunday & Wednesday
Dean Crutchfield - Monday & Tuesday
Victor Eskew - Thursday
Service Tim:
Sunday Morning - 10:00 a.m.; 10:45 a.m. • Sunday Evening - 7:30 p.m.
Monday-Thursday Evenings - 7:00 p.m.
There will he a fellowship mealfollowing the Sunday Morning worship service.
3980 Murray Paris Road • Hazel, KY 42049 • 270-492-8206
1 mile off Hwy. 641 near the corner of the Green Plain and Murray Paris Roads
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The past is a
foreign country
When you read this column,
Evelyn. Cammie Jo, and I will
have returned from a Spring
Break trip to visit Wesley in
New Haven, Connecticut.
We will have taken a train
from New Haven into New
York City to see the sights
and to visit with one of my
• heroes, William Zinsser, the
author of "On Writing Well,"
a book that has influenced mil:lions of writers.
- Mr. Zinsser and I have cor:responded through the years
:.and he said it would be fine
visit him in his East 55th
.:5treet office.
Although Wesley has now
tome to feel comfortable in
the Northeast, a visit to New
Haven or New York is almost
like going to a foreign country for me.
There, one is no longer in
• the South. Sometimes I forget
• as a teacher of History how
difficult the study of History
:1:often is for many of my stu:dents.
In "The Past is a Foreign
Country" (Cambridge Univer::-sity Press, 1985). the historian David Lowenthal likened
the study of History to a Study
.Abroad experience.
The past is so different from
;he present, just as visiting a
foreign country for the uninitiated is such a different experience from living at home.
According to Lowenthal,
-the past thus conjured up is.
ID be sure, largely an artifact
of the present.
However faithfully we preserve, however authentically we
restore, however deeply we
immerse ourselves in bygone
times," he argues, "life back
then was based on ways of being
and believing incommensurable
with our own. The past's difference." he writes, "is. indeed,
one of its charms: no one
would yearn for it if it merely replicated the present.
But we cannot help but view
and celebrate it except through
present-day lenses. People did
do things differently "back
then."
So, the problem for the student of History is to try to
figure out what they did. what
they thought, how they lived,
and then to make some sense
of all that for ourselves, for
our own situations.
Making a connection with the
past is sometimes hard, sometimes easy.
Surely, for example a study
of the Bible and the Koran
will help us understand the
deep divisions in the Middle
East today.

Surely, a
study of the
presidential
administrations of
Woodrow
Wilson and
Franklin
Delano Roosevelt will
help us put Home and
Away
into context
By James
Barack
Obama's Duane Bolin
presidency Ledger'
8 Times
Columnist
today.
Surely, a
study of the beginnings of the
Great Depression of the 1930s
will give us pause, warning us
of similar trends in our economy today.
But sometimes. students of
History must simply admit that
we just do not know, that we
just cannot understand fully,
how folks lived in the past.
I know that I have learned
to state those three words often
in my History classes: "I don't
know."
In "The Everlasting Man"
(Image Books, 1955), G. K.
Chesterton wrote eloquently
about the limits of doing History.
"The other day," Chesterton wrote, "a scientific summary of the state of a prehistoric tribe began confidently
with the words 'They wore no
clothes.' Not one reader in a
hundred probably stopped to ask
himself how we should come
to know whether clothes had
once been worn by people of
whom everything has perished
except a few chips of bone
and stone.
It was doubtless hoped that
we should find a stone hat as
well as a stone hatchet. It is
not contended here that these
primitive men did wear clothes
any more than they did weave
rushes." Chesterton concluded,
"but merely that we have not
enough evidence to know
whether they did or not."
I have added the Lowenthal and Chesterton quotes to
my archives, burgeoning file
folders filled with quotations.
clippings, and articles about
the study of History.
However difficult the study
of History. however like it is
to visiting a foreign country.
just think of the refreshment
and the excitement we always
receive when we travel abroad!
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. He may
be
reached
at
duane.bolin@murrayslate.edu.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
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Youngsters celebrate National Poetry Month
April is National Poetry some poems. the artist's voice
Month, and the kids of west- is heard.
ern Kentucky are celebrating
In any case, the students'
by writing poems about works poems speak for themselves.
of art. At Murray Middle Here are some excerpts:
School. 4th graders looked at
McKella Beddies starts her
John Singer Sargem's "Portrait poem with a plea from Homer's
of a Boy, 1890" for inspira- mother: "Please sit still, boy,'
tion.
Sara Ann Bazzell takes a
What they saw was an old- different approach. also in the
fashioned lad about the same voice of Augusta."Oh. Homer,"
age as they are — 10 years old she sweet-talks, "you are such
— forced to sit for hours while a good child."
the famous portrait artist capThe voice Avion Cavitt cretured him on canvas. Homer ated is not above threatening
St. Gaudens slumps in an elab- Homer by saying, in the secorate, carved chair, looking a ond line, "Oh, if you don't I
bit sullen in his Little Lord will tell your father and he
Fauntleroy suit. The poufy bow will be mad."
at his throat, the black stockAlex Daily lets the artist have
ings and knickers, his mother his say: "Relax please./ Treat
in the shadows behind him me respectfully," are lines three
reading aloud to help her frisky and four of her poem.
boy stay still — were details
Connor Trimble envisioned
that sparked the creativity of John Singer Sargent as the
the young poets in Ms. Chelsee voice of authority as he chides
Thompson's room.
Homer: "In my picture, you
The Murray Middle School will look/ To me, boy..."
group penned acrostic poems.
Hailee Cavitt uses multiple
where each line started with a voices in her imagining of
letter that, read vertically, spells Homer and his mother getting
out the title of the painting. their portrait painted. "Please
"Portrait of a Boy." Each young get me out of here," Homer
writer tried to breathe life into begs. "Oh. you are not going
the scene by putting words in anywhere," his mother snaps
the mouths of the three main back.
characters in the painting. Many
Sonic letters that begin the
showcased Homer, begging to line are easier to handle than
be set free from posing. Oth- others. The last line in this
ers imagined Augusta St. Gau- acrostic. for instance, begins
dens. Homer's mother, cajol- with "Y" for "Portrait of a BoY."
ing her son to be patient. In Mallory Wooldridge's strategy

to end her
poem made
use of a creative
line
break. The
second-to last line ends
with
"...you're
going to sit
here till/.....
and then it
Main Street
spills onto
By Constance
the last line
Alexander
with:
Ledger & Times
"You're
Columnist
done..."
Writing
poetry about art provides kids
with visual images that help
them create characters on the
page. Phoebe Shown, for
instance, makes use of vocabulary and tone that sound appropriate to the era is which the
portrait was painted. "Reckless
little child." are the words
Phoebe puts in the mouth of
the exasperated artist.
Joey Allen picked up on the
mother's impatience with the
warning. "After I'm done with
this book, you're going to get
it!"
Reportedly, Augusta St. Gaudens was reading an account
of a naval battle from the War
of 1812 to keep her son occupied while he sat for Mr. Singer
Sargent. Most of the young writers from Murray Middle School
interpreted Homer's posture,

and the blank expression on
his face, as boredom. Even
way back in the 1890's, they:
figured a ten-year-old boy
would rather be outside play.
ing than cooped up in a dark,
Victorian parlor, getting his picture painted.
"Portrait of a Boy" is part
of the Picturing America series.
a grant program from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities. For more information about the program, and to
see "Portrait of a Boy," log
on
to
http://picturingamerica.neh.gov
Hats off to the young writ
ers at Murray Middle School.
who penned wonderful acrostic poems to honor National
Poetry Month. Sorry' each ont.
of them could not be quoted
but I urge everyone to cele•
brate poetry by writing then
own poems. Acrostic is one
way to begin. Take the name
of a loved one, for instance.
and create a tribute to that per
son.
For more information about
National Poetry Month, log on
www.poets.org/page.php/prrnID
/41.
WKMS is paying tribute to
poetry each week day in April
at 8:19 by playing poems written and recorded by Murra%
Middle students and others from
across the region. Some of thL.
poems are posted online at
www.wkms.org.

Compromise needed in finishing state budget
FRANKFORT - As many
of you have heard or read, issues
regarding the state's budget
have not yet been resolved.
The primary problem is that
the Senate and the House
Republicans are unwilling to
issue $1.2 billion in additional debt and raise an additional $280 million in taxes.
We are simply not in a position to increase significantly
our debt load.
The Senate, in an overwhelming
bipartisan
vote.
passed a budget proposal that
had 39 percent less structural
imbalance than the House's and
for the first time, dropped our
debt ratio below 7 percent.
We added the two school

days the House had eliminat- that organed — which would have cost izations
each teacher about $500 a year. like
the
In an effort to reach out to Kentucky
the House. on Thursday evening League of
the Senate proposed to spend Cities and
$25 million more in SEEK fund- the Kening, provide a process for build- tucky
ing the oldest and in worst shape Associaschools, and fund certain water tion
of
and sewer projects.
Counties
The Senate stands ready but are subject
Week in
we cannot agree to higher taxes to
sunReview
and higher debt to build proj- shine laws.
By Sen. Ken
ects that were based on whether
These
Winters,
their representative voted for groups,
R-Murray
higher taxes.
which are
In other legislation, Senate funded
Bill 88 won final passage with through local government dues
the approval of the House and and insurance premiums, will
Senate, which will make sure also have to post their spending details online so that Kentuckians know where their tax
dollars are going.
The Senate also approved
legislation aimed at smoothing
out the transfer process for stu✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
dents at two-year colleges who
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
move on to our four-year unieditoremurraytedger.com.
versities.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
Too often, we see students
address and phone number for verification purposes. E.
complete 60 hours at their local
mailed letters must have address and phone number.
community college, only to see
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
some of those hours not accepted when they arrive on a fourV Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
year campus.
typed or legible.
It defeats the purpose of
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
saving money by taking core
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
courses close to home, and it's
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
a real disservice to those Kenthe Forum page.
tuckians seeking an affordable
V Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponeducation. House Bill 160
sors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directs the Council on Postdirected toward the community as a whole, will not be
secondary Education, which
accepted.
oversees all state public college and universities, to devel✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
op a more streamlined and
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
comprehensible system so that
staff.
a basic three-hour biology class

OS LETTERS POLICY

at a community college counts
for three hours at any publit
university -- a simple plan will
save time and money for thousands of Kentucky families.
It was frustrating to learn
this week that Kentucky did
not qualify for federal grant
funding of up to $200 million
in the first round of the federal Race to the Top program
because a charter school option
was missing in the grant application.
In order to address this gap.
House Bill 109 would allow
the creation of charter schools.
which would be run more independently than the other schools
in the district but still subject
to distnct oversight.
It would be solely up to
the local school district whether
to pursue this option or not.
By freeing school officials
from much of the bureaucracy of the normal system, we
hope to improve the performance of students who aren't
succeeding in their current
school.
If the House agrees with
our language, we have a real
shot at up to $175 million in
federal funding when the next
phase of federal decision-making comes around.
We'll be back in Frankfort
on April 14-15 to consider any
gubernatorial vetoes and take
a final look at any remaining
legislation.
In the meantime, this is
citizens' last chance to make
their voice heard before the
session ends. Please call me
toll-free with any questions or
comments at 1-800-372-7181
or TTY 1-800-896-0305.
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Special to the Ledger
Murray State University
proudly
announces
that
Professor Sue-Jean Park will
present a joint recital with
pianist Jacob Clark on the
MSU's campus on Saturday,
April 10 and begins at 2 p.m.
The recital will be held in the
Performing Arts Hall on the second floor the Old Fine Arts
Building.
The program includes works
of Max Bruch and Franz Liszt.
A reception and CD signing by
Park will follow the recital. This
event is free and open to the
public. The CD available for
purchase is priced at $15 for the
community and $10 for students.
HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger 8. Times
Park has been teaching at
The Calloway County Middle School Show Choir rehearses "We Go Together' from "Grease"
Murray State since 2006. Her
last week as preparation for their performance next Friday with the Jackson Purchase Dance experiences
within the music
Company.
field stretches all the way back
to 1995, where she started out as
the concertmaster at Seoul
Youth Philharmonic Orchestra
for three years. Over her lifetime, she has been a concertmaster in five orchestras. With the
recent addition to her resume
Staff Report
Ronald McDonald's House Charities, a non-profit being the Jackson Sympathy
The Calloway County Middle School show funding organization.
Orchestra in Jackson, Tenn.
choir will be featured in the Jackson Purchase
CCMS choir instructor Leslie McManus said since 2(X)6. She has been awardDance Company's performance of "Broadway said she often likes for students
to use movement ed several awards such as winBound" at 7 p.m. Friday, April 16 at Lovett in their performances.
Enough students showed an ner of the Honorarium for Best
Auditorium.
of
the
interest in participating a choir that would do this Instrumentalist
This concert of dances are taken from famous
Accompanying competition at
on a regular basis that the show choir got started
Broadway musicals, including "The Lion King,"
University of Texas Austin in
"West Side Story," "Hair," and "Cats." Also fea- earlier this year in January. In next Friday's per- 2004. She has also been awardformance,
the
show
choir
will
open
with
a
selectured will be the newly formed Show Choir from
ed a prize for wihner of
Calloway County Middle School. Admission is $8 tion called "Toon Tunes," featuring recognizable Chamber Music International
for adults and $6 for students under 16. Children scngs from Loony Toons cartoons, including Competition at Dallas, Texas in
under 3 are free. Audience members are also invit- "Merry-Go-Round Broke Down," "Merrily We 2002.
ed to attend the all-you-can-eat dessert reception Roll Along," and "We're In the Money.- In the
For more information please
following the performance. No reservations are second act, the students will perform "We Go call the CHFA events line at
needed. This performance is funded in part by Together" from "Grease."
809-ARTS (2787).

Calloway Middle show choir to perform in
Jackson Purchase Dance Company concert

WKMS resumes new episodes of 'Radiolab'
Special to the Ledger
Murray State's public radio
service 91.3 FM, WKMS presems a new five part series of
"Radiolab" at noon Mondays
April 5 through May 3.
"Radiolab- is basically an
inquisitive program, probing the
"whys" of life with innovative
sound and humorous scientific
inquiry, produced by public
radio service WNYC, New
York.
NPR Science Correspondent,

Robert Krulwich,joins musician
Jad Aburnrad in-studio as cohost of Radiolab, so there's a
pairing of seniority and youth
telling stories that also cross
generational lines in subject and
style. The basic premise of
"Radiolab" is that sound illuminates ideas, and that boundaries
blur between science, philosophy, and human experience. Big
questions are investigated, tinkered with, and encouraged to
grow.

The new series includes the a family setting. "Limits" ponfollowing topics: "Lucy" airs at ders how far we'll be able to
noon Monday. April 12; "Limits push ourselves
as science
to the Human Brain" airs at
advances.
The
program
noon Monday, April 19:
"Famous Tumors" airs at noon "Tumors- looks at how these
Monday, Apnl 26: and "Who anatomical aberrations can bring
Are You" airs at noon. Monday joy, ecstasy, terror and tragedy.
May 3.
"Who Are You- features neuro"Lucy" tells about a psycholo- scientists,
primatologists,
gist and his wife who experi- zookeepers,
actors and dog ownmented with how human a baby ers questioning
how to get
chimp could become if raised in inside another's mind.

• The All Campus Sing will be
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday al
Lovett Auditorium.

Murray Supercross
2010 Schedule

Arts in the Region
• There will be a Woodwind
Chamber Recital at 7:30 tonight
(Thursday) in Farrell Recital
Hall on the third floor of Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
• August Christopher will perform at the Big Apple Cafe
tonight (Thursday). Music starts
at 9 p.m. There is a cover charge
and weekend shows are limited
to ages 21 and older
• Murray State University's
Cinema International series
presents "Best of the River's
Edge Film Festival" at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday.
Friday
and
Saturday in the Corns Center
Theater.
• There will be a Musical
Theater & Opera Scenes
Concert at 7:30 p.m. Friday in
the Performing Arts Hall on the
second floor the Old Fine Arts
Building.
• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
this year's Oscar winner for Best
Picture and Best Director, "The
Hurt Locker," Friday through
Sunday. For details and show
times, visit wwwmaidenalleycinema org
• There will be a Faculty
Recital with violinist Sue-jean
Park at 2 p.m. Saturday in the
Performing Arts Hail.

• There will be a Symphonft.
Band and Concert Band performance
at
p.m.
7:30
Thursday. April 15, at Lovett
Auditorium.

Calloway County Fairgrounds
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LIPIZZANER STALLIONSDANCING WITH HORSES
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THURSDAY APRIL 15 • 7:30Pm
Tickets At MSL'Expo Center, Tiekett.ennt and 800-82142.55
Group discounts a 877-547-49?6.
Info mu 170409-1125. n.urrajstateedu and tirzzeneee.corn.
CWSP INC. • PRODUCER GARY LASHINSICC

May 1

Twilight
Theatre
Productions and the Janice
Mason Art Museum will host a
gourmet dining fundraiser.
"Dueling Chefs," at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 17, and at 1
p.m. Sunday, April 18. For
reservations or more information, call (270) 436-2399.

June 19 Fair Race
July 31
Racing starts at
5:30 p.m.

To add an event to the arts
calendar. contact Hawkins
Teague
at
753-1916 or
hteague@murrayledgercorn.

Restaurant & Catering
(270)762-0040
SIttrra.%.

Saturday, April 10th,

NEW MENU

Bill Marcum (Paw), Sissy, and Tyler

Great Cajun Food, Fresh Seafood,
New Orleans Style Favorites &
Still the same Keg Favorites!

will he at the

Weaks Center on Poplar Street
from 8:00 to 10:00 a.m.

• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
presents the "You Can Be a
Star" talent search at 7.30 p.m.
each Saturday through April 3.
For tickets, call (270) 527-3869
or 1-888-459-8704.

• The student-run Tinseltown
Tuesday series will show the
1991 animated movie. "An
American Tail: Fievel Goes
West" at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the
Curris Center Theater.

,,dt
Moa,,, rho

April 10

4-

• There will be a String
Orchestra concert at 6 p.m.
Tuesday in the Performing Arts
Hall and a Brass Chamber
Music Recital at 7:30 p.m. in the
same location.

Sue-Jean Park

We'd like for eueryone to
stop by so we can SC
"thanks for

yOur. support.

Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Gulf Coast Oysters,
PO' boys, Blackened Fish, Steaks &Chicken
*

*

We cater ANY event
ANY size ANY location!!
Kemodeled Game Koom

New Private Room with Big Screen :

Ittilut *Jac/An Stir

ARCU
M
mirror

CAi.tOVIAt CO.

II''''''''I.NsworalSWAStwocanoe

HP TV and Surround Sound!
Pau' is bringing
doughnuts,
so ya'll collie

Great for Birthdays, Wedding Rehearsals
Lunch Meetings, Anniversaries,
or just a night out with friends.
4,

Paid for by eaatpaign to re-eket Rill Woman', Sheriff.
Erie Pamehaff, Drasurpr .

Live Band Saturday Nights 9 p.m. till Close
This Week: Bending Karma

6A • Thursday, April 8. 2010
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Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter will meet Saturday

_.."712121uersary

Jo's
Datebook

The Captain Wendell Our) Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution will
meet Saturday at 2 p.m. at the American
Legion building at 304 Bee Creek Dr.,
Murray. The program will be a dramatic
retelling of the events that brought about the
writing of the "Star Spangled Banner."
Election of new officers for the 2010-2013
term will also be held. Hostesses will be Myra
King and Barbara Lockard. Members and
prospective members are invited to attend.

Shrine Bingo planned
By Jo Bunten°
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at
Community
6:30 p.m. at the club building on Ky. 121 North.
Editor
Murray. The public is invited.
Masonic Lodge plans breakfast
Murray Lodge 105 of Free and Accepted Masons will host its
semi-annual ham breakfast on Saturday from 6 a.m. to 10 a.m. at the
lodge hall on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited to attend.

Modelers Club to meet Saturday
Murray Remote Control Modelers Club will meet Saturday at
9:30 a.m. at the club field. All persons interested in building and flying model aircraft are welcome to attend. The field is located on the
west side of Kyle-Oakley Murray- Calloway County Airport.

Lions Club plans 'Candy Days'
Cleaver and O'Barr

Mr. and Mrs. Michael D. Conley

Ashley Lynn Cleaver of Murray and Terry DeWayne 0.13arr of
Union Hill. Ala.. were married in a summer sunset ceremony at the
Historic Carnton Plantation House in Franklin, Tenn.
Rev. Guy Bates Jr. officiated. Music was by DJ Steve Metz.
The bride is the daughter of Kathy and Bill Nelson of Benton and
Max and Lee Ann Cleaver of Murray.
The groom is the son of Raymond Jr. and Rena 0'Barr of Union
Hill, Ala.
Iennifer Baswell of Huntsville. Ala., was the matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Beth Brockway of Asheville. N.C., Amy Duck of
Orlando. Fla., and Allison Hocking or Savannah. Ga.
Robert Cantrell of Tampa. Fla., was the best man. Groomsmen
were Benny LeCroy of Arab, Ala.. Johnny Byrd of Morgan City,
Ala.. and Tommy O'Barr of Union Hill, Ala.
Ushers were Russell Cleaver, brother of the bride, and Jeremy
Baswell
An outdoor dinner reception and dance followed on the grounds
of the Carnton Plantation.
The bride is a graduate of Calloway County High School and has
a bachelor of science degree in Public Relations from Murray State
University. She is a member of Alpha Delta Pi sorority and is now a
real estate agent in Huntsville, Ala.
The groom is a graduate ofJ.P. Brewer High School and is a surface amount technologist in Madison. Ala.
After a honeymoon in St. Lucia, the couple is residing in
Madison, Ala.

Mr. and Mrs. Michael D. Conley of New Concord recently celebrated their 40th wedding anniversary.
Mr. Conley and the former Nancy Southard were married
January 24, 1970, at Slaty Creek Baptist Church in Ohio County.
Ky. The ceremony was officiated by the late Alton E. Crowe.
The wedding party included Wilma Southard Boswell, maid of
honor, the late Earl E. Moore, best man, Lisa Southard Mendoza,
flower girl, and Michael and Donald Southard, ushers.
They have three children. Karen Conley Kutz and husband.
Shawn. of Edwardsville. Ill.. Shawn Conley and wife. Evelyn
Dawn, of Murray, and Amanda Conley of Houston,'Texas., and one
granddaughter, Anna Katherine Kutz, Edwardsville.
The couple chose the Murray and Calloway County area as their
Hometown" more than 15 years ago when Mr. Conley retired from
active military duty with the United States Army.. Mr. Conley is
principal broker and auctioneer with Olive Branch Auction Realty
and Mrs. Conley is employed as a registered nurse at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

March for Life of Murray scheduled
Students of Murray State
University, the city of Murray,
and surrounding communities
are invited to participate in the
Third Annual March for Life of
Murray on Saturday. Apnl 17.
This event is an opportunity

ATTENTION:
Anyone needing personal care or
assistance with a loved one and
feeling overwhelmed. We invite
you to call Karen or Tamra at

I

n
firerraCe—'
of Murray LLC

753-7109
and let us help you with both the
care and the financial assistance.

for people to express their
respect and support for all
human life.
The March will begin at 10
a.m, in the north parking lot of
Roy Stewart Stadium on Murray
State's campus.
It will proceed south on the
sidewalks of US 641, cross at
Story Avenue, and return to the
parking lot.
Free lunch will be provided
when the March is complete.
This is being sponsored by the
Murray State Students for Life.
For more information call
Mary Reding-- 270-872-7818,
or e-mail murraystate.studentsforlife@gmail.com

Co-Volleyball Tournament
scheduled at Westside
Westside Adult Missions CoVolleyball Tournament is scheduled for Friday, April 23. from 6
p.m. to 9 p.m. and Saturday.
April 24, from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
at Westside Baptist Church,
Robertson Road South, Murray.
The teams will be as follows:
Twelve teams made up of 10
playcrs Max on roster and must
be 16 years of age:
Six players per team with at
least two females on court at all

tunes.
The deadline to register will
be Wednesday, April 21. and
drawing for brackets will be at 7
p.m.
Cost will be $100 per team.
Concessions will be available.
All proceeds will benefit
Westside Adult Missions.
For more information contact
Ryan Dawson a 804-6996 or
Rickey Alexander at 293-3148.

Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program. will
meet every Friday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. The public is invited. Child care is provided. For more
information or for a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Ladies Auxiliary will meet
Veterans of Foreign Wars Ladies Auxiliary will meet Saturday at
1 p.m. at First Christian Church. Murray.

Donations are needed for the maintenance of Bethel Cemetery,
located on Bethel Road. They may be mailed to Judith Lamb, 543
Temple Hill Dr., AIM, KY 42020.

Kirksey Ball Park taking players
Kirksey Ball Park is still accepting players for the current season.
For information or to sign up call Michael at 489-6140.

Stores will be open late
Stores in downtown Murray will be open until 8 p.m. on
Thursday.

WOW Lodge will meet
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet tonight (Thursday)
at 6 p.m. at Ryan's Family Steak House. All members are urged to
attend.

Fish Fry for MHS Football planned
Murray High School Football Program will sponsor a Fish Fry
on Sunday. April 18, from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the Murray
Middle School Cafeteria. Holmes Family Restaurant wilt be catering the fish fry fund-raising event for the MHS Football team. The
cost will be $10 for adults and $8 for children (12 and under).
Included will be fish, chicken, and all the trimmings including
drinks and desserts. Tickets can be purcha.sed in advanced from
MHS football players or at the door the day of the event.

Lodge 592 will meet
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet tonight (Thursday)
at 6 p.m, at Ryan's Steak House. All members are urged to attend.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet today
(Thursday) at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Narcotics group will meet

Ready For Planting
• Snowball Bush
• Knock-Out Rose

HAPPY HOUR
15% OFF Storewide
Friday 4-7 p.m.
1,1

Open Mon.-Thurs. 9-6, Fri. 9-7
Sat. 9-5. Sun. 1-5
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 p.m. to 8
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419
or 1-877-447-2004.

& Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com
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Donations needed for cemetery

In connection with the Centennial of Boy Scouts of America. the
Local Boy Scout Council will have a reunion for all Boy Scout
Alumni at Camp Roy C. Manchester. Benton, on Sunday. April 25
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. There is no cost for the event and guests are
invited. Anyone with historical items related to local scouting is
encouraged to bring them to the reunion.
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Reformers' Unanimous to meet

Boy Scout Alumni reunion planned

41.

• Annuals
• Perennials

Murray Lions Club members will be at Wal-Mart. Kroger, Food
Giant and Murray Bank for "Candy Days" on Fnday and Saturday.
Funds collected will go to "Vision for All" which includes services
of eye examinations and glasses, collection of used glasses, eye
research, eye banks, visual screening and much more.

Ligon as

Photo provided

CHECK PRESENTED: Woodmen of the World Lodge 827
recently presented a check to Calloway County Project
Graduation. President Mark Anderson, left, is shown presenting the check to Athletic Director Josh McKeel at Calloway
County High School.
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I Dear Calloway Taxpayers:
II.

Dr. David Walker, former head of the GAD
.. Nk
warns that the US is careening toward a Greece
like Armageddon by 2012. Pelosi, Reid, and
,Obama are on the Titanic and seem to be totally
•
'oblivious to drowning the country in debt!
Please come, and hear, Brian Dennison, West
VI Point Grad with 27 mos. Service in the U.S
' Military in Iraq, on Tues., April 13,6 p.m. in the
filI Big Room Main St. Library.
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The Murray Bank will be hosting a pancake breakfast at
Applebee's on Saturday, April 24. from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. Tickets are
$5 each and may be purchased at either location of the bank.
Proceeds will go to Relay for Life.

Kids Company lists registration time
Summer registration for Murray Middle and Murray Elementary
Schools will be April 12 to May 14 from 2:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in
the cafeteria of each school. For more information contact Melissa
Durham, 753-5022 for Murray Elementary or Trinity Campbell at
753-5125 for Murray Middle School. or Alisa Walls, Kids'co-director, at alisa@murray-kyschools.us.
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Pancake breakfast planned
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COUNTRY HAM BREAKFAST
Sat., April 10th • 6:00-10:00 a.m.
EVERYONE IS INVITED

Concerned Taxpayers/Calloway illi
(The Tea Party Movement) II!
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Cost $6.00 Per Person

Location 121 North & Johnny Robertson
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Ligon and Wilson

Kelleher and Reckord

Kelly and Lamb

George and Kathy Ligon of Murray announce the engagement of
their daughter. Kaylee Grace Ligon. to Dustin Alan Wilson, son of
Cindy Hart of Hazel and Russ Wilson of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Linda Harding. Billy Joe
Harding, Lenora Roberts and the late George H. Ligon.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Peggy Gibson, the late
Brooks Gibson, Annette Wilson and the late Bobby Wilson.
Miss Ligon is a 2004 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is graduate of West Kentucky Community and Technical
College with a degree in business administration. She is employed
as the assistant manager of Elements.
Mr. Wilson is a 2006 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is pursuing a degree in Civil Engineering Technology at Murray
State University with a May 2010 graduation date. He operates
E&W lawn service.
The wedding vows will be exchanged Saturday. May IS, 2010,
at 5 p.m. at Memonal Baptist Church, Murray. Friends and family
are invited.

Jordan Kelleher and Ali Reckord announce their engagement and
upcoming wedding.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Craig and Ellen Reckord of
Germantown. Tenn. She graduated in 2008 from Murray State
University and will graduate in May 2010 with a master of arts
degree in Speech-Language Pathology from Murray State
University.
The groom-elect is the son of Eric and Treva Kelleher of Murray
and a great-grandson of Nellie Holt. Dexter. He graduated in 2008
from Murray State University and is currently a graduate student at
Purdue University. West Lafayette, Ind., pursuing a doctorate degree
in Mechanical Engineering.
The couple will be married on Saturday. May 22, 2010 at Hope
Harbor Church. Murray. Invitations will be sent.

Dorothy VerWey and Dan and Carol Kelly of Murray announce
the engagement of their daughter. Jessica Kelly. to Clay Lamb, son
of Steve and Jane Lamb of Murray.
Miss Kelly is the granddaughter of the late Charles Modglin and
Lillian Thorn and the late Jack and Geraldine Kelly. all of Murray,
Mr. Lamb is the grandson of the late Clint and Dons Greer of
Murray and Walter and Edith Lamb of Dresden. Tenn.
The bride-elect is a 2010 graduate of Murray State University.
with a degree in Finance. She is employed by BB&T.
The groom-elect served three years with the United States Army
stationed in Iraq and Germany. He is employed by Randy
Thornton's.
The wedding will be Friday, June II. 2010. at 7 p.m. at Poplar
Spring Baptist Church. Murray. All relatives and friends are invited„

Cemetery,
Lamb, 543

Upward Bound Program
participating in program

ent season.

The Adventures in Math and and all activities are the same
Science
Upward
Bound for all regardless of race, color,
Program (AIMS) is participat- national origin, sex age or dising in the Summer Food service ability, and there will be no chs.Program. Meals will be provid- crimination in the course of the
ed to all eligible children free of meal services. Meals will be
charge.
provided at the sites and times
To be eligible to receive free as follows.
meals at a residential or nonresMurray State University,
idential camp, children must Winslow Cafeteria from May
meet income guidelines for 24. 2010 to June 23. 2010 with
reduce-price meals in the breakfast from 7 a.m. to 8 a.m.;
National
School
Lunch Lunch, noon to i p.m.: and
Program.
Dianer, 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Children who are pan of
To file a complaint of dishouseholds that receive food crimination, write or call immestamps. or benefits under the diately to USDA, Director,
food distribution program on Office of Civil Rights, 1400
Indian Reservations (FDPIR)) Independence
SW,
Ave.,
or Temporary Assistance to Washington, D.C. 20250-941),
Needy Families (TANF) are 800-795-3272 or 202-720-6382
automatically eligible to receive (TTY).
free meals.
USDA is an equal opportuniAcceptance and participation ty provider and employer
requirements for the program
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Program being offered
The American Cancer Society
has a free, transportation assistance program operating in
Calloway County so cancer
patients won't have to worry
about how to get to and from
their needed treatments. It is
called "Road to Recovery in
which trained volunteer drivers
will take cancer patients to and

from their life-saving treatments. To request assistance or
information on how to.volunteer
to be a driver, call the American
Cancer Society 24-hour information line at 1-800-227-2345.
For additional information on
Road to Recovery, visit
cancer.org.

NIMMONS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Friday, April 9, 2010:
This year, you simply know
what works and what pleases
others. Still, an element of discomfort follows you with partnerships in general. You are
often off dreaming up ideas. If
you are single, you could meet
someone who knocks your
socks off. If you are attached, a
newfound empathy emerges. It
is as if you feel your significant
other's feelings. AQUARIUS
understands you.

by laquellue Blear
vide inspiration. What you
decide to do with it is your
choice. Realize what is happening behind the scenes with a
loved one A talk might be needed and way overdue
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Understand what is happening within your immediate
situation. A walk by water would
provide a great deal of relaxation. or perhaps purchase a
table fountain for relaxation
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
***** Your imagination dots
all your Is and crosses all your
t's. Could you be setting yourself
up for disappointment? Try to be

realistic.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** if you had a hard time
getting into work today, don t be
surprised. Your best arid most
preferred spot is at home You
are likely to try to get home early
or to change plans later on.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Your intuition kicks in - to the extent that you nearly
know who is going to call before
they pick up the phone. Still,
don't try to determine what
someone else means.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
* Weigh the pros and cons
of an investment -- this even

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'U Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Your creativity pokes
through any project. conversation or situation. The trick is to
know when to speak and when
to muzzle yourself. Sometimes
people don't appreciate your
suggestions.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might feel as if someone created a Catch-22 situation
Just for you! Remember, you
don't need to play in this ballpark. Sometimes by clearing
out, you end the problem.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Attempt to see the
broader picture and visualize
what others are seeing. Yes.
your mind can drift way beyond.
but to empathize you need to
imagine how another person
feels.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Someone comes to you
with his or her hand open, making an offer that you cannot say
no to. Realize that your imagination could take what is being
offered to a whole new level.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Others certainly pro-

could be an investment of your
time. You could be deceiving
yourself about the end results
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Others find you to be
inspirational. if you can remain
focused. You might scatter from
one idea to another making it
difficult for even you to keep
track of your thoughts.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Knowing when to back out
graciously could make a difference in the long run. If you feel
as if you don't have the expertise
to deal with a problem. then
most likely you don't. You will
learn more if you listen.
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KENTUCKY HOOPS

Adams Wall among 5 Wildcats heading to NBA
moves to EXODUS INCLUDES FRESHMEN COUSINS,BI.EDSOE, ORTON & JUNIOR PATTERSON
3-0 in
blowout
FIVE-RUN SIXTH
HELPS TIGERS
BLAST BURGIN
Staff Report
Murray recovered from a Tuesday
loss to Mercer County with a 10-2
victory over Burgin at St. Catherine
University on Wednesday.
A five-run sixth inning sparked by
a two-RBI single from Tanner
Richerson secured the win for the
Tigers, who improve to 6-3 on the
season.
Austin Adams picked up the victory to improve to 3-0, striking out nine
batters in five innings of work and
surrendering one earned run.
Adams also did his part at the
plate. going 3-for-4 with three RBI.
Aron Sweeney was also 3-for-4 and
delivered a home run.
Richerson finished the day 2-for-4
with two RBI while Brock Downey
went 3-for-4.
The Tigers took a 2-0 lead in the
top of the first inning. but Burgin tied
the game with two runs of their own
in the bottom frame.
That was all the offense the
.Bulldogs would get, however. Murray
added a run in the third and two more
in the fifth before the five-run barrage
that opened up the game in the sixth.
The Tigers finished with 15 hits to
Burgin's five and committed two
errors while taking advantage of four
from the Bulldogs.
On Tuesday, Murray fell to Mercer
County. 17-6. at St. Catharine.
• The Tigers return to action today
with two games at the Yellowjacket
Classic in Springfield, Tenn.
Murray will battle homestanding
Springfield at 3 p.m. and face
Franklin Classical at 5:15 p.m.

MSU HOOPS

Wilson
granted
release
'RACER FORWARD
..TRANSFERS BACK
TO HOME STATE
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
• According to an online report from
Scout.com, Murray State junior A.J.
Wilson is transferring to Minnesota
St.-Mankato.
Wilson. a native of Minnesota,
averaged 1.7 points
per game and 1.3
rebounds a game coming off the bench for
head coach Billy
Kennedy this past season.
"He wants to go
Wilson
somewhere where he
Can play more," Kennedy said
Wednesday."He's a great kid, and we
really wish him the best.'Minnesota St.-Mankato is a
-Division II school, and Wilson will
lave one year of eligibility left.
• .: The loss of Wilson means the
:Racers have two more scholarships to
.
..bye before next week's signing pert• 1.
• Murray State signed two players in
the fall period — Live Oak's (Fla.)
Shawn Jackson and Tallahassee (Fla.)
:dative Chris Griffin.
Both. like Wilson. are forwards —
7.rackson stands in at 6-foot-9 and 230
Pounds, while Griffin is a 6-7, 205pound forward.
The Racers lost just three members
off this year's 31-5 team that knocked
off Vanderbilt in the first round of the
NCAA Tournament.
, Danero Thomas. Tony Easley and
Georges Fotso will all graduate this
,May.

By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)— John Wall
and DeMarcus Cousins delivered on their
promise to help coach John Calipari
return Kentucky to national prominence.
Next stop, the NBA.
The freshman All-Amencans are
among five Kentucky players who
declared for the NBA draft on
Wednesday. an exodus that includes
freshman guard Eric Bled.soe, freshman
center Daniel Orton and junior forward
Patrick Patterson.
Wall and Cousins are expected to be
among the first few players selected after
leading the Wildcats to a remarkable
turnaround season in Calipari's first year

on the job.
Kentucky went 35-3 this season —
Calipari's first as Wildcats coach — winning the Southeastern Conference regular
season and conference tournament titles
before falling to West Virginia in the
regional finals of the NCAA Tournament.
Calipari met with each player individually and encouraged them to gauge their
draft prospects_
"It's extremely unusual for four freshmen from the same team to have this
opportunity, but it's my job as a coach to
prepare these young men for such opportunities," Calipari said.
Players have until May 8 to change
their minds, as long as they don't hire
agents. It's highly unlikely any of the five

players will come back for anothes.season with the Wildcats.
Certainly not Wall, who was the SEC
player of the year after averaging 16.6
points, 6.5 assists and 4.3 rebounds while
becoming a highlight-reel staple for his
breathtaking play in the open floor.
"I'm not the same player as when 1
turived at UK," Wall said in a statement.
"I believe I'm ready for the next challenge as Derrick Rose and 7),reke Evans
were the last two years under Coach Cal."
Calipari said early in the season that
Wall was more evolved as a freshman
than either Rose and Evans -- both of
whom starred as point guards for Calipari
at Memphis before heading to the NBA.
Wall is a good bet to be the first pick

in the draft, the way Rose in 2008.
The 6-foot-4 Wall then spent the next
five mcnths largely living up to the hype.
He hit a jumper at the buzzer to lift
Kentucky to victory over Miami (Ohio)
in his first regular season game but did
his best to share the spotlight. His 241
assists set a Kentucky single-season
record.
Many of those assists came courtesy
of baskets by Cousins, the SEC freshman
of the year who will likely join Wall as
one of the first players drafted. The 6-11,
270-pound center averaged 15.1 points
and 9.8 rebounds, numbers that could
have been significantly higher if he had•See KENTUCKY,9A
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Arnold Palmer tees off for the ceremonial hits during the first round of the Masters Thursday
morning in Augusta.
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By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
AUGUSTA, Ga. ( API — Arnold Palmer
brought the mock bravado. Jack Nicklaus countered with self-deprecating humor.
Two old rivals, who between them have
played 95 times and won 10 green jackets, got the
Masters off to a much-anticipated start on
Thursday with ceremonial tee shots that didn't go
very far but left both of them pleased.
"As long as we don't hear it land, we're both
in good shape." Nicklaus said. "And that was
what we did.The tradition of honorary starters began in
1963, the year Nicklaus won the first of his
record six green jackets, during the heart of the
great Nicklaus-Palmer rivalry. They won six
Masters in a seven-year stretch to start the 1960s.
Masters chairman Billy Payne introduced the
80-year-old Palmer as the player who "symbol-

ized the game of golf around the world and
remains universally loved and embraced."
Palmer stuck his tee in the ground. then
looked over at the gallery and said,"Get your ear
muffs on because I'm going to ...." Palmer said,
not finishing the bold prediction when the crowd
erupted in laughter.
He swung from the heels, as always, and the
shot peeled toward the right side of the fairway.
Even his rival was impressed.
"That was pretty good," Nicklaus told him.
Nicklaus, who turned 70 in January, for years
resisted being an honorary starter. He has never
been about ceremonial golf, even for one shot.
He relented to Payne's request after giving
Palmer the tee box alone for three years.
"How did you do that?" Nicklaus said to
Palmer, as if asking for advice.
"Keep your eye on the ball," Palmer replied.
MI See MASTERS,9A
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Jack Nicklaus. left, points the first fairway to
Arnold Palmer during the ceremonial first tee
shots during the opening round of the Masters
Thursday morning in Augusta.

MLB

Sweeping Sensation
PUJOLS'SINGLE SENDS CARDINALS OVER
REDS 6-3; GOES FOR SWEEP OF REDS TODAY
By JOE KAY
AP Baseball Writer
CINCINNATI (API —
Albert Pujols and Matt
Holliday are in the middle of
something really good.
Pujols singled home the
tiebreaking run in the seventh
inning and Holliday followed
with a two-run double, sending the St. Louis Cardinals to a
6-3 victory over the Cincinnati
Reds on Wednesday night.
Adam Wainwright (1-0)
gave up only three hits in
seven innings, including
Orlando Cabrera's two-run
homer in the bottom of the
sixth that tied it at 2. Then, an
offense that has been awfully
impressive in two games took
this one o'er.
"Oh, we have a great lineup," said Wainwnght, the only
one in the batting order who
failed to reach base. "We thoe

some guys who have probably
not made a name for themselves, but they'll be known
quick. It's a good lineup. You
have to grind all the way to the
pitcher's spot."
The Cardinals started their
winning rally off Daniel Ray
Herrera (0-1). Pujols — 4 for
5 with two homers on opening
day — singled off Logan
Ondrusek for the lead.
Holliday followed with a double off the base of the wall in
center, turning it into a painful
learning experience for the
rookie reliever making his
second big league appearance.
"I threw Pujols a cutter."
Ondrusek said. "He broke his
bat, hut he's still strong
enough to get it out there and
score the run. Holliday the
same thing — a cutter that
caught too much of the plate.
It's something you've rot to

This Weekend
Cardinals at Brewers
When: F ,tday -Sunday
Where: Mater Park (Milwaukee,
wisc )
Game times and TV: 7:10 p.m.
Friday (FSN Midwest). 2:10 p.m.
Saturday (FOX), 7'05 p.m Sunday
(ESPN)

learn.The top five hitters in the
Cardinals' order scored, with
Pujols — batting third — and
Holliday doing the most damage.
"We're getting what we've
earned," manager Tony La
Russa said. "We're really
cranking out a lot of good atbats."
The Reds promoted the
second game of the season as
"opening night- and had several special attractions, including postgame fireworks. The
•See CARDINALS, 9A

AL BEHRMAN / SF

Albert Puppis hits hii kill-single off Reds relief pit.ner
Logan Ondrusek in the seventh Inning Wednesday in
Cincinnati c• ' .'s won the game 0
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The Murray Middle School boys and girls track teams(grades 6-8) recently participated in the Marshall County All Corners Meet in Draffenville. The girls scored 100
points and placed second to Mayfield, while the boys scored 72 points and finished fourth. Both teams will be competing in the Heath Middle School Invitational
on Tuesday. April 13.

RACER ROUNDUP

Football begins to wind
down spring practices
By 111SU Spats Information
The Murray State football team continued its
spring workouts Wednesday morning as the team
went through a two-hour workout on the turf at
Stewart Stadium.
"I like the spring the best because you are not
having to scheme an opponent," said head coach
Chris Hatcher."You are getting to go out there and
play a more pure type of game. You get to go out
and coach the fundamentals, and work with your
guys, instead of an opponent. You get to put in a
good base.
"Coming out of spring, you want to have a
good evaluation on every one of your players. It
gives you a chance to go out and try different
things to give you the best chance to win in the
fall."
The Racers have continued to implement more
of the offense and defense into each practice, and
Hatcher has noticed some players who have
stepped up.
"Defensively, the guy that has really stood out
is Harry McCall. I think he has had a very good
spring," said Hatcher. "Nathan Brinkley has really
stood out as a good defensive back. lama! Crook
has had a good spring coming off the edge, with
good, quick feet. There are a lot of other guys
doing good, but those are just three that have really stood out.
"Offensively, the most pleasant thing 1 have
seen is that we have some good receivers. I have

been really pleased with the was they run and
catch. I think we have some good weapons that we
can utilize.'
The Racers return to practice Friday afternoon
at 4 p.m.
Football holds final
ocrbmnage Saturday monolog
With the end of spring practice just over a week
away. Murray State head coach Chris Hatcher will
put his Racers through their final scrimmage
before the Blue and Gold Bowl Saturday morning
at 10 a.m. at Stewart Stadium.
The scrimmage, as well as any practice, are
opened to the public.
The Racers continue spring workouts
Wednesday morning with a 5:20 a.m. practice.
MSU returns to the field Friday afternoon at 4
p.m. Mier the Saturday scrimmage, the Racers
will hold practice Monday and Wednesday morning at 5:20 a.m.
The spring will wrap up with the Blue and
Gold Bowl at Stewart Stadium on Thursday, April
15 at 6:30 p.m. Festivities will get underway at 4
p.m. and the event is free to everybody. The game
will feature a new format this year as the game
will include a flag football game between the
Greeks and the Intramurals. The event also gives
people the opportunity to buy or renew their season tickets for the 2010 season.
The 2010 season kicks off Sept. 2 at Kent
State.

•Kentucky
From Page 8A
n't struggled with foul trouble
and his temper early in the season
that severely limited his playing
time.
When he was on the floor,
Cousins was often the team's
most dominant player and once
he learned to control his emotions, he became borderline
unstoppable.
"Coach challenged me to
grow on and off the court this season," Cousins said. "I believe my
game expanded along with my

maturity. This year was the most
fun I've ever had playing basketball."
It certainly looked like it while
the player nicknamed "Boogie"
helped Kentucky return to its
place among the national elite.
The Wildcats won their first 20
games and briefly rose to No. 1 in
the polls.
It's a nse that seemed hard for
Patterson to fathom during his
first two years with the team as
the program slumped under former coach Billy Gillisme.

Patterson could have gone to
the NBA last spring but opted to
stick around to expand his game
in Calipari's "dribble-drive"
offense while also ftnishing his
degree. He averaged a career-low
14.3 points but became a better
shooter and fit in with his lessexperienced teammates.
If the departure of Wall.
Patterson and Cousins was
expected, Bledsoe's and Orion's
decision to join their teammates
in the draft came as a bit of a surprise.

By The Associated Press
NEW YORK LAP) - The
New York Yankees are worth
nearly twice as much as any
other team in baseball, according to the annual estimates by
Forbes magazine.
The Yankees were valued at
$1.6 billion, Forbes said, up
from $1.5 billion last year.
Boston was next, going up 4
percent to $870 million and was
followed by the New York Mets,
who dropped 6 percent to $858
million. The Los Angeles
Dodgers, caught in divorce proceedings of its owners, were
fourth with a 1 percent increase
to $727 million.
Pittsburgh was last at $289
million, just below Oakland,
which dropped to $295 million.
FOOTBALL
MILLEDGEVILLE,
Ga.
I AP)- Authorities in Georgia
have finished their investigation
into a 20-year-old college student's claim that Pittsburgh
Steelers
quarterback
Ben
Roethlisberger sexually assaulted her at a nightclub, police said.
Milledgeville police and the
Georgia Bureau of Investigation
handed the investigation report
and witness statements to local
District Attorney Fred Bright
Tuesday evening. Blue said his
department would have no further continent on the case.
Roethlisberger's lawyer disputed the claim and hired his
own team to investigate.
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)A judge cleared the way for former Ohio State football star
Maurice Clarett to move to a
smaller detention facility in
Columbus.
Clarett,
the
who
led
Buckeyes to the 2002 national
championship in his only college season, served 3 1/2 years
in prison for aggravated robbery
and carrying a concealed
weapon.
Franklin County Common
Pleas Court Judge David Fais
said the 26-year-old Clarett had
met terms of his original sentencing when he pleaded guilty
in September 2006 and permitted the move to a communitybased correction facility.
Clarett will be there no more
than 6 months before being
released, pending good behavior.
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
MONTCOAL. W.Va. (AP)
- West Virginia men's basketball coach Bob Huggins made a
surprise visit to the families of
miners who have been killed or
are missing following an explosion.

•Cardinals
From Page 8A
first night game usually draws a
small crowd - only 13.568
showed up to see the Mets last
season. The Reds sold 28,132
tickets for Wednesday's game.
their biggest crowd for a second
game since 1994.
The unusually large weeknight crowd saw another loss to
the defending NL Central champions, who have the top two
starters and the best 3-4 hitting
combination in the division.
Both ends of the equation
came through again.
Pujols drove in four runs and
scored four more during an 11-6
win on Monday, one that featured four Cardinals homers a club record for a season opener. They stayed unbeaten with a
little old-fashioned stnall ball.
Rigin-hander Johnny Cueto
gave up only five hits in six
innings, but the Cardinals managed to lump them together.
David Freese singled home a
run in the second with a soft
liner over the head of second
baseman Brandon Phillips. and
Ryan Ludwick drove in another
with a single through the left
side of the infield in the third.
Cueto was locked in against
Pujols, infusing to give him anything to hit. He walked Pujols on
a full-count pitch in the first
inning rather than throwing
something in the strike zone.
Cueto got him looking at a third
strike in his next at-bat, a 94

mph fa_stball right at the knees, as an offense," Holliday said.
then retired him on routine fly.
"Adam was pitching so well and
Couldn't keep him down all gave up that home run. As an
game.
offense, you're looking to get
Pujols singled on the first him the lead back. When he's
pitch from Ondrusek in the sev- pitching like that, he doesn't
enth. Pujols has won three NL need a lot."
MVP awards, including the last
Wainwright. who led the
two, and is 5 for 9 in his first two league with 19 wins last season,
games with four RBis and five faced only 17 batters in the first
runs scored. After Holliday dou- five innings. Cabrera hit his first
bled home two more, Freese homer off him in the sixth, and
completed the four-run rally added a run-scoring double in
with another single.
the eighth off Kyle McClellan.
"That's what you hope to do
NOTES: Reds Hall of Earner

Joe Morgan threw a ceremonial
pitch.... The Cardinals' best season-opening start was 7-0 in
1962. ... La Russa switched his
weekend pitching plans. Rookie
LH Jaime Garcia will start on
Saturday, a day earlier than
planned. RH Chris Carpenter
will get an extra day of rest and
pitch in a nationally televised
Sunday
in
game
night
Milwaukee. "It will be Garcia's
first start," La Russa said. "I
looked at it and just thought it
was better."
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD
National Team Looders
By The Associated Press
Scoring Wens*
Through gamma at Apr. OP
G PN Avg
Princeloi•
31 1882533
UNI
35 1929 55 1
Temple
35 1967 568
Wisconsin
33 1878 56 9
Southern Casiom
30 1715 57 2
Old Dominion
38 2089 57 5
Delaware Si
29 1691 58 3
Anzona St
33 1938 58 7
Butler
38 2258 59 4
Citadel
32 1914 59 8
Stephen F Austin
32 1914 59 8
Southern Miss
34 2034 59 8
Utah St
35 2097 59 9
Coastal Caro
35 2103 60 1
Northeastern
33 1963 60 1
Western IN
30 1804 60'
St Louis
36 2168 60 2
Si Peter's
30 1808 60 3
Ftonda St
32 1932 60 4
UAB
34 2053 60 4
Murray St.
36 2175604
Bethune-C..00kman
33 199660 5
Samford
31 1881 607
Wnght St
32 1950 60 9
Pacific
35 2133 60 9
Amiy
29 1768 61 0
Wofford
35 2134 61 0
Duke
40 2441 610
Montana
32 196061 3
Purdue
35 2144 61 3
Winthrop
33 2025 61 4
37 2274 61 5
Ohio St.
Michigan
32 1970 61 6
Savannah St
26 1604 61 7
Wichita St
35 216261 8
Pittsburgh
34 2101 61 8
San Diego St
34 2101 61 8
lona
31 1921 620
Maine
30 1864 62 1
Oregor St
32 1989 62 2
Prairie View
30 1865 622
Dayton
37 2305 62 3
Ball St
30 1871 624
New Hampshire
30 1873 62 4
Richmond
35 219662.7
Denver
32 2012 62.9
Alf Force
31 1957 63 1
Mt Si. Mary's
31 1959 63.2
Miami(OHI
32 2024 63.3
Morehead SI
35 2216 63 3

National Team Leaders
By The Associated Press
Scoring Offense
Through games of Apr. 05
G Pts Avg
Will
29 2569 88 6
BYU
36 2992 83 1
Providence
31 2554 62 4
Villanova
33 2700 81 8
Kansas
36 2937 81 6
Texas
34 2761 81 2
Syracuse
35 2832 80 9
Seattle
31 248980.3
Salon Hail
32 2563 80.1
Marshall
34 2717 79.9
Xavier
35 2793 79 8
Kansas St
37 2949 79 7
Maryland
33 2629 79 7
Nevada
34 2703 79 5
South Dakota
32 2543 79 5
Sam Houston St
33 2616 79 3
Kentucky
38 3012 79 3
Washington
36 2851 79 2
Lipscomb
30 2373 79 1
Houston
35 2751 78 6
St Mary's (CA)
34 266878 5
Mississippi
35 274378 4
New Mexico St
34 2662 783
Portland St
32 2496 78.0
Missouri
34 2627 77.3
C.akfornia
35 2703 77.2
Texas St
31 2392 77.2
Duke
40 3061 77.0
Baylor
36 2771 77.0
Gonzaga
34 261476.9
Vanderbilt
33 253776.9
Texas Tech
35 2684 76.7
Murray Si.
36 2753 76.5
Oakland
35 2676 76.5
Mercer
33 2514 76 2
Weber St
31 2361 76.2
Rhode Island
36 273776 0
YOU
36 2737 76 0
Morgan St
37 2813 76.0
Louisville
33 2515 75.9
New Mexico
35 265575.9
Loyola Masymount
34 2578 75.8
Auburn
32 242275.7 '
Memphis
34 2565 75.4 .
Northwestern St.
29 2186 75.4
Notre Dame
35 2635 75.3
UTEP
33 2484 75.3
Siena
34 2554 75 1
Lehigh
33 2478 75 1
Col of Chariest°
34 2549 75 0

SportsBriefs
IN Miller Memonal Golf Course will hold its Junior Golf Clinic on
Monday evenings beginning April 12 and lasting through May 17 The
six-week program is designed to teach basic fundamentals of golf Cost
is $65 per child. Instruction begins at 5 p.m, each Monday and lasts until
6:15 p.m. The clinic is limited to the first 20 paid entries and is available
only to kids 14 and under.
III The Tennessee Titans Caravan XIII will make a stop in Murray at
4 p.m. on Tuesday. April 20, at Lodge of Murray Steak and Seafood
House at 1674 State Route 121 North. At each visit, different players
headline Titans Caravan, Joined by Titans mascot T-Rac. the "Voice of
the Titans" Mike Keith. Titans Radio Gameday Host Larry Stone and
other Titans staff members. Players to be present at the Murray stop are
to be announced.

Masters
From Page 8A

for pictures with his rival-first
"And your head down," with Augusta National members, then with wives Kit Palmer
Nicklaus added.
Nicklaus hit his shot a little and Barbara Nicklaus.
Painter walked off the tee and
farther, a little more to the right.
He blamed that on taking time immediately slipped into his
green jacket- he and Nicklaus
for a proper warmup.
"I've never been up this early are the only Masters champions
who have been invited to join
at Augusta," Nicklaus said.
They have not been on the Augusta National.
Nicklaus wasn't sure where
first tee together on a Thursday
at Augusta National since they his jacket went. Besides, he was
played with Gary Player -- the on his way out of town to go
other part of the "Big Three"- fishing in the Bahamas.
"I don't think I'll have a telein the 2002 Masters.
Asked if would like to see vision set," Nicklaus said. "I'll
Player join them for the ceremo- be out in the water all day. We
nial start. Nicklaus said, "That's have a set on the boat, but
whether we'll pick it up at night,
not my call."
For Nicklaus, a newcomer to watch the replays ... we'll probthis role, it was rare to hit an ably do that."
opening tee shot and then pose

LAKE CUMBERLAND
EXECUTIVE HOME & 16+ ACRES
SELLING AT AUCTION ONLINE.

www.SellwithHuntecom
BIDDING OPEN APRIL 10 - APRIL 26
THOMAS R. HUNT BROKERJAUCTIONEER
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Rear Tine Tiller
•

Sod Cutter

Pressure Washer

Floor Buffer

Stump Grinder

Front-End Loader, Back Hoe
John Deere- Tractor

L
Aerators & Rollers

Drain Rooter

Over Seeder
& Power Rake

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO

Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571 • Hrs: Mon.-Fri, 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. • www.murrayhorneandauto.com
RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT
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In Honor of the 1st National Open House Weekend and
Fair Housing Month
jURRAY
EiPS/[\
L.
CALLOWAY COUNTY I

inl n I BOARD OF REALTORS 1
Presents

An Open House Extravaganza!

Sunday, April 1 1th • 1-3 p.m.
8837 State Route 121 N.
MLS #54051 $95,500
Century 21 753-1492

1709 Johnson Blvd.
MLS #54648 $229,000
SBG Properties 753-9999

1306 Poplar
MLS #55027 $99,0410
Grey's Properties. LLC 759-2001

500 South 7th Street
MLS #53709 $59,900
Kopperud Realty 753-1222

283 King Drive
MIS #53737 $169.921
Century 21 753-1492

1702 Johnson
MLS #55418 $229,900
Kopperud Realty 753-1222

1509 Chaucer
MLS #54977 $182,900
Grey's Properties, LLC 759-2001

MIE1111111f
153 Saratoga
MLS #55232 $409,900
Grey's Properties, LLC 759-2001

1401 Oakhill Drive
MIS #54805 $297,500
Grey's Properties, LLC 759-2001

41 Panorama Drive
MLS #54179 $98,000
1st KY Realty 877-556-4554

401164 i
108 Birchwood
MLS #52475 $329,900
Kopperud Realty 753-1222

1204 Dogwood rive
MLS #50191 $214,900
Kopperud Realty 753.1222

813 Guthrie Street
MLS #52003 $174,800
Charis Realty 761-7253

515 South 13th Street
MLS #55453 $84,900
Crye-Leike Realty 761-5700

1502 Beckett Drive
MLS #53981 $215,000
Kopperud Realty 753-1222

1516 Story Avenue
MLS #55700 $147,500
Grey's Properties, LLC 759-2001

5138 US Hwy.641 South
MLS #52792 $112,900
Crye-Leike Realty 761-5700

117 Jameswood Drive
MLS #55557 $299,900
Kopperud Realty 753-1222

120 Downing Road - Kirksey
MLS #52723 $169,900
Kopperud Realty 753-1222

1305 Olive Blvd.
MLS #54618 $168.000
Crye-Leike Realty 761-5700

The Homebuyer Tax Credit Expires April 30th, 2010!
Call a Realtor today to open the door to your "Dream Home".

93 Washington
MLS #55046 $145,900
Crye-Leike Realty 761-5700

2109 Southwest Drive
MLS #54180 $2449,900
Crye-Leike Realty 761-5700

819 Bagwell
MLS #54409 $133,921
Century 21 753-1492

1510 Sycamore
MLS #55355 $114,500
Grey's Properties, LLC 759-2001

3661 Faxon Road
MLS #55332 $99,900
Barnett Realty 293-9372
:
111111/.,
_ 10,

...0
11‘.400.

,
1
275 Washington
MLS #54596 $159,721
Century 21 753-1492

1707 Miller
MLS #54246 $87,500
Kopperud Realty 753-1222

-VM111111m
130 Edinhorough Drhe West
MLS #51945 $220,000
Kopperud Realty 753-1222

12339 Highway 94 East
MLS #51100 $135,000
Barnett Realty 293-9372

1013 Story Avenue
MIS #55426 $129,500
Kopperud Realty 753-1222

I
512 Stoneridge Lane
MLS #54578 $169,000
SBG Properties 753-9999

1301 Oakhill Drive
MLS #53668 $249,900
Grey's Properties, LLC 759-2001

714 McDougal Road
MLS #52414 $184,900
1st KY Realty 877-556-4554

605 Nancy Drive
MLS #55447 $189,900
Kopperud Realty 753-1222

323 Wells Purdom
MLS #53757 $127,000
Crye-Leike Realty 761-5700

MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE

II
)
h. 1
EQUAL MUMPS
OPPORTUNITY

IREALTOR41

1500 Henry
MIS #NFMLS $99,900
Kopperud Realty 753-1222

MLS,

CALL ANY PARTICIPATING OFFICE FOR DETAILS AND DIRECTIONS.

Murray Ledger & Times
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NETBOOK

19"
LCD TV

With any purchase iif'$99,9,
,orAmore.
*Excludes electronics and TV Dream Deals Does not apply toNPINThases

Toshiba 32" LCD-HD TV
With any purchase of $1999 or more.
*Excludes electronics and TV Dream Deals Does not apply to prior purchases

to.lit

INN

American Furniture
Bentley Brown
Bonded Leather Sofa
With Wood Trim
Lane Leather
$698
Matching Loveseat Pad Over Chaise
Rocker Recliner
$668

21
12

59-20411

Lane Wall Saver
'Rocker Recliner

DO
1222

Lane Dual Rocking Reclining
Sectional $1999

2
9
0a
Broyhill Sofa 8598
Chair $498
Lane Pad Over
Chaise Rocker
r dab: in
Recliner
f:0/.7;//
$4
.
0j
4
I'(114' m o

5700

I!

Lane Pad Over Chaise
Rocker Recliner

Powell Girls Princess
Castle Bunkbed Si

aththlt in

Iiingundy
('ft

172

, 9 / . Cc/mil)!
Standard Table,
4 Side Chairs, 2 Arm Chairs,
Mohagany.finish China Cabinet

Standard Table,
Side Chairs, 2 Arm Chairs.
Side Board & Dick •
Available in Cherry or.White Finish

•Broyhill

Ml
[222

$1
.
9vIr
Full Set - $368
King Set - $598

Media Chest $898
5 Drawer Chest $748

0
;700

S.

Broyhill Queen Bed 8598
Dresser/Min-or $1098

Best Chaise

At RI MINA, FURNITURE

Au

WE

Do Is SAVE You

MONEY!

9UPSKAKTEt 3001 Illakievele Road
kislaway 50 • A Mil IAN Ease .1 1.24
Podapook, KY 4424455•1400-7N4224

Ousansiltl-7.Saw* IC?* Isadeli-5* Frilay

hamp.tgridricil
\Ititr,t‘. ks

%hit

k,

DIArlow of NolSey-Wlisoies Forulaim
VW, me at orwirs.flosoingkerwiture.oeso

303 North Maki •tramot. &Nato. KY
527.3441 • 14500-5904224 asesinat *Ise
451 Ur* 14453troot. Paducah KY
4424445 • 14100-450-62M oiapi.a.kia•s
3000 is 641 here . Murray, KY
753-6300• 1845-7534200 immatus4In 14

1

I•

141 Norlh
Iturr.1%,
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CLASSIFIEDS
020
050

sae
Athenian as requested t.: check

ON

lie Orel imston ea their eft for any

ON

error. Murray Ledger & Trnes

ore
as

be

Responsible for only one incorrect
Newton Any error snoukl be reported immediately so corrections can
be made

'
00
110
120
130
140
156
156
1110
100

Farm Epapsnens
Nem Espeomers
Sports EquIpagers
Flnemod
Ilattes Home Loss For lee
Ifraille Homo For Sale
BOW Homes For boat
010104e Hems L644 For Ire
learalsom Asesiors
Apeeteenlo For Beat
Rooms For Rift
Mares For herd
Oloraps Plereass
Comeesnisl Properly
FibS Illsapplies
Llessirsok AI Upper
Petit Sale
Land For MGM or Lases

liffill111511111ii

ADJUSTMENTS

Lapel teem
Notice
Pereorels
Renee
Oetereente liesseed
Last And Found
/411. dranted
Poldlion Wonted
Diseselk 0 Chikkore
Ilusinea Opportunty
111aolsonsce
Computer.
Apples. Pets
Want 'To Buy
Ankles For Sabe
Appliances
Norm Furrelsiweas
Antiques
L l & Garden

Yet Si.

GARAGE SA

INDEX
010

CONTINUE
FROM PAG

AD RATES

*V,CLASSIFIED
limb Ease
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lab Vol Fent
Fern* For See
Acreage
Homes For Sea
Siotorcycies 6 ATVS
6466 Pens
Span Utley uoreciere
Used Cans
Vara
Used Truciu
Carnesu
Doses & laotors
Services Memel
Free Cobienn
Tobacco Suppe.

I,1.-_t.1

‘`s

OFF DORAN I

1

batSaw
kw*
Walpoliy
NM!

N. I r

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
111.10.-10111WWIlre

Fn. 11a.m.
Fri 11 ut
i pa.
5 p.1
11•11pA
11.1111A
Thu, I pat

10

$6.50 Column Inch, 50') Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(An Aa_s Aust Run 0,ahlp, r Pai; Prri,k1
$335 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide/
I

1707 JOHNS(

DEADLINE

FT*
Sikairt

Ilter sSaidlis

FRIDAY &

SATURDAY
7:00-2:00

Lots of goodie:
Junk from A to

Ladies clothing

to 12, men's)

_ •

MOVING SAL
3291 HARMC

753-1916

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at
ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. -- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax: 7534927

ROAD

VISA

THURSDAY
FRIDAY

SATURDAY
Rams For Rua

C.A. joNEs

THIS1
Oi

FOR
, $75.00 PER'
MONTH CALL 753-19

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
'help wanted" secoon
on our classifieds

Management Group, LLC
-se

murreyledgeecorn,
you will be redirected
to yobnetwork.com.
By default
Murray and local job
listuigs will arcear cm
thus %chant
However, as a national
webette, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& l'imes. Plum call
us if you have any
questoes regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

CA Jones Management Group is hiring
for venous positions in the following fields:
*Information Technology
'
,Administration .Marketing
•Warehouse Management
Please visit our website
www chuclgones.net for more information
and on how to apply.

BIDS for mowing of
Bethel Cemetery are
being taken until April
30. Contact Judith
Lamb, 543 Temple Hill
Dr.. Almo, KY 42020

Brethaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position. We also offer an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Brittfraven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOFJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first Insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger a
Times will be responsible for only one
Incorrect IneertIon.
Any error should be
reported kemedletety
SO correctIone can
be made.

EXPERIENCED con
crete workers and
laborers. Call Scott
753-0005 leave message.
FT/PT Resort Grounds
Maintenances
436-2345

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
04-15-10 TO 12-30-10 KY/0396533 15 OPENINGS)
Joe Dan Taylor keno, KY
05-25-10 TO 12-20-10 KY*039677 16 OPENINGS)
Edwards Farm Hazel, KY

TottAcca FARM LABORER/ NURSERY
THE Murray Ledger &
LABORER
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
Wage $7.25411.00 HR. 3/4 Contract Hours
inaccuracies do occur.
guaranteed, all tools and equip at no charge
Readers using this
Hourlong provided for the.. beyond commuting at
information do so al
no cost Transportation and subrusterace pay, after
their own risk. Although
50% of contract completed. Transport daily to
ViOrksiur
persons and compaApply for this job at the nearest office of
State Workforce Agency in this state, using job
nies mentioned herein
order
numbers
above with a coia, of this
are believed to be repadvertisement. Subject to random drug test at
utable, The Murray
er
zeaer
...tozei
Ledger 8. 11mes. nor .
any of its employees
accept any responsibilHospice House Charity Auctien
ity whatsoever for their
Sat. Apr. 10th, 10a.m.
activities.
4157 US Hwy 641 South, Murray
Visit <obarky.corn> for Info.
To donate ph: 293-3232
Mike Conley, Auctioneer

4

Full-time or part-time Registered
Dental Hygienist position available at
busy dental office in Mayfield. KY.
Please call (270) 247-0500.

Last Ind Foist

r

LOST: BORDER
Collie, male, East
Calloway, 280-Hwy
(270)227-8225
LOST: Men's wallet.
Black
with
velcro.
Contains
important
documents. Last seen:
MCTA bus. No questions asked. 227-0405.

April

• 0 Showers
Flowers!
MtKRA

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery
Local slag
I
(Callor.v
3iso.
moo
3
sac
--$35.116
6 ino.
1
1 pc --HMO
Rest of KY/TN

AN Other Hail
Subscriptions

tPurear & Buctreq,

3 Ilblk
1
moo.--MA

1 ye. _-$145.011
•

; Check

Money Order

The

Name
St. Address
City
State

Zip

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to

a.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (2701 763-1916

JUST give us; a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

1
1
1
1

FUU, OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
FULL-TIME
maintenance positron opening
with benefits. $8.75
per hour, non-negotiable. Must be able to
bend, st000, and lift at
least •
50
lbs
Knowledge of electrical, plumbing, and light
carpentry
required.
Previous maintenance
experience preferred.
Hilldale Apartments
64 Hilldaie Lane 0301
Hardin, KY 42048
Phone (270)437-4113
EOE
NOW hiring for seasonal housekeeping
and maintenance, 4362767. Apply at 1024
Paradise Drive.
OFFICE ASSISTANT
WANTED: FulVParttime position for an
energetic and pleasant
individual who wants to
work in a growing fast
paced outpatient physical therapy clinic
Primary duties transcribing dictation and
performing office tasks
such as answering
phone, data entry, filing, etc. No phone calls
please. Send resume
to: Dr. Scch Winkler,
732
Street,
Vine
Murray, KY 42071

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

8:00-4:00

Bookcases, wic
38R, 1BA, W&D
includes! $650/mo.
$650/dep. 603
Sycamore. 38R, 1BA,
1710 Farmer Ave
$750/mc, $750/dep
(270)293-4600
(270)293-3710

111111--For
7
Rut
FOR Sale or Lease
. 38R 2 Bath lakefront
1 OR 2br apts. near
properly with dock, 2
downtown Murray.
1/2 car garage.
Lease and deposit
270-873-7826
required. 753-4109.
SMALL 2BR appli1BR, price reduced,
ances furnished, $396
vanoes locations.
rent & $395 deposn,
Coleman RE
lyr lease, no pets
753-9898.
270-753-6156.
28R near MSU, appliances furnished,
CA-VA. Coleman RE
753-9898
A&F Warehousing
4BP., CM/A, all appliNear MSU $20-50.
ances. Coleman RE
753-7668
753-9898.

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value,
293-6999
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray

Articles
For kis

4ER, CM/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

BEAUTY shop equipment for sale 2 tanrung beds Call
(270)492-8887 leave
message Also 4-ton
air conditioners

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnve
Murray, KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
2704534556
TDD I410-545-11133
FAL L113
Equal opportunity A...1

GOLF carts gas &
electric 293-6430
HOTPOINT side by
side refrigerator/ freezer, write. $250.
978-0876.

EXCELLENT condition, 26R, *IBA. duplex
apartment, great location. Stove & refrigerator, w/d. $450/rent,
$450/deposit,
lyr
lease
270-293-3761

JOHN Deere 210 lawn
tractor 38- cut, 10hp
Kteller, Tuns "great,
$600 978-3040.
REX S Worm Farm
4600 lrnn Cobb Rd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)436-2189
Wax Worms
250- cup $8 00
Night Crawlers
$2.00 dozen
Mee! Worms
1,000 $15.00
Pad Worms
40 cub $3.00

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage. All appliances
including washer,
dryer, aria dishwasher
$510/mo. 759-5885 or
293-7085.

BORED??? Join Mao
Mio's Cajun & Seafood
Restaurant's 'Mardi
Gras Paris Landing
Team Now interviewing manager experienced full service
casual dining (corporate background preferred) E-mail resume
mburg0399 charternet
or fax 731-968-0399.
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions:
State
Registered
Nursing
Assistants. We offer
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
package Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42026
EOEJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
TERMITE
Control
Technician at McGee
Pest Control. Valid DL.
Apply in person at
1302 N 1211, St, No
phone calls acceptea

TAKING applications at
Karen's Wildcat. Apply
in person.

65110v,,...,

„r

TIRED of that small old
dull
routine?
Britthaven of Benton ts
currently
accepting
applications for persons interesting in
becoming a SRNA
(state regrstered nurse
aide). We offer ar
excellent benefit peck.
age. Apply in parser.
at Brrtthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOEJAAE NO
PHONE
CALLS
PLEASE
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Saturday April 1,
7•9AM

All sizes to
It' your needs
Located by
Ercgiri radio stadon

tir
1,Gt
s7,7r

t

A
.

see.
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CITY WIDE YARD SALE IS
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
070)7534266
I
Cet(270) 293-4183
-4 p.m. m-F

KFY

MINI.

WAR E. H2OUSES

SATURDAY MAY 1ST
PLACE YOUR YARD SALE AD
WITH US TODAY
DEADLINE FOR FRIDAY IS
THURSDAY BEFORE 10:00AM.
30 WORDS OR LESS $11,00
31-70 WORDS $18.00.
FREE YARD SALE KIT WITH AD
MURRAY LEDGER &

TIMES

753-1916

1850 St FIL, 1215Murray. KY 420Z1
270453-5562.
\ /N1

\

.3EU:r
Psis & Supplies

\Mt "It
AKC male Maltese
Housebroken,
neutered $175. Gall
978-6404
DOBERMAN Pinscher
AKC 6-male, 6-female,
ready third week or
April. 270-753-0531.
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858.

BIG YARD SALE
1231
DOGWOOD
WEST
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00
2 fold out beds.
2 old bicycles.
good clothing.
men's things,
2 year old female
Daushund
4-4•164•111•441104

GARAGE SALE
1452 AIRPORT RD
FRIDAY
7:00-7
11' old church pew,
complete 10x10 dog
pen, 110 window air
conditioner, antique
bed & dresser, name
brand clothes XSXL, racks of clothes
for $1.00 each, iigrit
fixtures, bar stools

ELING

JUST ARRIVED
Spring & Summer ;
Handbags & Jewelry
"All New Italian"
'!„,4
Fashion Sunglasses
Select Items 20%,
Booth e66
(Old Uncle Jeff's Building)
•
•
•
•40

or
- el
tsiVer•

1BR,
NICE,
w/cl,
smoke free, no pets. 1
yr lease $350/mo.
226-8006
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELIHINS

(270) 153-1113
Nosiest

NOW LEASING
1.2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TD[) #1-800-648-6056

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
no S. 4TH ST
anon of 121 S. & Umiak
leXIO $25 1015341
(2701436-2524
1270) 293-6006
PREMIER
lAiNISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
.Safe & clean
'We sell boxesl
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

StIH-TZU
puppies
AKC, CKC, shots.
wormed, $300 270251-0310 evenings.
FIOTTWEILERS AKC
born 2/05/10 Males
and females, shots,
wormed, tails docked.
dew claws removed.
Excellent size, colors.
Parents on-site. 7530300

2-FAMILY
YARD SALE
1619
CATALINA
DR.
SATURDAY
6AM-?

eade Proa
For Sir

CHURCH building,
pews and pulpit on
approximately, 1 acre
of ground, Murray.
KY.
Call (800) 542-2827.
or cell (931) 279-1267.
"Good" to "Fair' cor'dilionReady to user
& Suppke
AKC Golden Retriever
pups, shots, papers, 2
months free health
insurance $300.
(270)564-6418

I

GARAGE SALI
WEST ON 464
BACKUSBURG I
AT 225 KIRKSE
NEXT TO POS'
OFFICE
FRIDAY
7:00-2:00
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
Antiques & fumitu
!elle & white
stoneware,
Coca-C,ia trays
clothes & misc

MULTI-FAMILY
ESTATE/YARD
SALE
TAKE 121 S 2N1
HOUSE PAST
CLARKS RIVEP
BRIDGE
FRI. 2:00-6:00
SAT. 7:00-2:00
4-valeeler nign cni
toys, kitchen [tern:
glassware trinket
some turndure
antiques, women
clothing all sizes.
much more
430
Rest Edits

Mersey Ledge & limes
Hmrsing Act Nolo.
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la the .,au 'into l
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Alt,,n to 71,ose prote
under red,a , la.
1he
ertis/nF t,frar eS1Ate
ta hart in a tolahort ry, lar
,re he,t,
the all dv.riiinp ad,erli,
e
ailabk. or. an Nua; .)rp
nev ha.a,
turth, 4.0tenie alit
Hou,ln,. Advertising req
rnens ,4113c1 NAA
kvne 1 V iAr.

&Welke

M
pre-enrolling
NOW
children ages 0-5 yrs.
at Christian childcare
center, located at 810
Homes For Rent
[
Whitnell
by
Neon
Room UM For Salo] 1BR on KY lake.
Beach. Full-time child [
Den,
care rates $110/week.
sunporch. deck. 2 car
LOT $8.50C 753-6012
Part-time rate $23/day.
garage. stove, refriger767-1177. Come grow
ator, *rid. CM/A. &300
with us.
Norms For Red
5450/mo,
deposit,
354
OK.
Cats
38R 270-293-6116
Super Clewing
Driftwood Ln.. Murray,
Do you need your
KY 42071
NICE 2 bedroom, no
house cleaned top to
436-5459
pets. 753-9866
bottom? Give
38R, IBA. appliances,
Me a call
NICE 2BR $285.00.
house in country. $400
731-336-3891
No cats 753-6012
per month. 753-2422.

8 PARTY HUC
YARD SALE
502 MAIN Si
HAZEL
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7AM-5PM
Refrigerator. chi
freezer, horse
saddles, trampoli
riding mower.
household tern:
too much 10 11S

HUMANE SOCIETY
YARD SALE

•
•
••-•

BAGS et

bed & lots of m

SALEti

LARGE 3eR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. CM/A. W&D
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696,
293-4600

RUGAR P94 40 cal
with 2 holsters, 5mags
& 170 bullets. $500
KN-Tec PF9 9mrn 150
bullets. $300
270-315-9951

furniture, lamc
end taoles, sun

GARAGE SALE
1543 CANTERBURY DR.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
7:00-?
Leather motorcycle saddle bags, Zenith 31* TV,
lawn mower, Miller beer sign, weight machine,
bicycles, woodworking clamps, dust collector,
dovetail pg, 'Jointer, Powermatic motor starter,
metal glider & chair. electric motors, candles,
topsy turver planters, microwave, king comforter, lamps, catchers gear, MX gear, MX
boots, shoes, purses, adult, boys clothes, furniture, books, magazines, household, decorating
items, toots. more.

Trends St Treasures Mall I.,
Call 753-1916

•
1
1

Irig May ki3
cf

3 ifte.___47051
6 nso.---.396.66

MOM COMPUTERS
Service.,Sales
Repa,rsUpgrades
759.3556

webPaSe st

i

NON-SMOKING
female seeking roommate. Furnished 2BR
apt in Murray. Utilities.
w/o. cable included.
fi350ano plus deposit
731-642-0210

NICE 16X80, 2138,
2BA, all appliances
furnished on private lot
close to town &
school. $450/mo. +
deposit 753-7930 or
293-1761

YARD SALE
1108 VINE ST
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
APRIL 9-10
8:00AM-Noon
2006 Raptor
4-wheeler.
SUMMer/WInter

clothes, shoes
kitchen items,
luggage, and more.
All items priced
to sell!

HUGE
YARD SALE
1667 IRVIN
COBB ROAD.
FRIDAY
& SATURDAY,
7:00 TIL
Lots household
items, working
central heat/air unit,
clothes, toys and
too much to list

YARD SALES CONTINUED
ON PAGE 3B

Builders
Spec
Oversized
Local
$25,000
Wiswell at King ne
Saratoga Springs
Financing Avails
Call 227-8393

I
"
3 acre tot in prestigious Saratoga Far
Beautiful country si
division on the Wei
side of Murray. hor
allowed, One of thf
best lots with trees
and a small pond! I
time offered by okin
$79,900 now or
$85,000 listed in k
Owner @931 -2066767 pictures on r
southhomes.net

2.100 sq. ft
scree
2.5BA,
porch, 2 car attar
garage on 2 acre
minutes from Mu
Call 270-853-1999

& Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times
YARD

ALES

CONTINUED

PUBUC AUCTION

FROM PAGE 2B

Saturday, April 10th, 2010•10 a.rn.
at the home of Mr. Bob & Loretta Haley
DIRECTIONS: From Murray. KY take Hwy.641 North to Hwy. 80.
Turn left onto Hwy 80 toward Mayfield, KY. Follow Hwy. 80 to Hwy.
1124 or County Line Road. First brick house on the left Signs posted
MR. AND MRS. HALEY ARE MOVING
AND WILL SELL THE FOLLOWING ITEMS,

GARAGE SALE
1707 JOHNSON
OFF DORAN RD.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY

Fril1
leilpa
is pa.
IN1111*
UAL&
italpA

Nice Oak dining table w/6 T-back chairs- nice bullet w/brass tear drop
pulls- nice Duncan Phy fe like new sofa - Oak Duncan Phyte drop leaf
tabk- 2 nice footed dining chairs - several framed pnnts & pictures
under glass - Ken Holland pnnt -Time for all Season- Curio cabinet
with nice lighted mirror back w/glass shelves - nice Bassett 3 piece
walnut bedroom suit - round & flat top trunks - nic: table lamps &
tables - full sized rolled Brass bed w/Cannon ball post caps - swan
base lamp table - nice tiger oak chifforobe - floor lamp - nice old
Singer Red Eye treadle sewing machine patented in 1901 - Red wood
bench & other yard furniture - spindle back swing rocker - old wood
ironing board - wood doll - high chair - nice old platform rocker wispral rounds - 4 drawer chest - small wood desk - Norlans China Rose
Bower - Westchester China - large meat platter - Noritake dishes cake plates old marbles - old cake stand - Christmas dishes & decoration!: - WWI papers - sinking of the Titanic - 1914 to 1916 papers Taft President paper - old Hog wallow paper - old Homestead parer old The American Woods paper & others - old stack sewing boxes old Hull mantle vases & other - Brass washboard - old toys - pots &
pans - small kitchen appliances - old glass & china - Miller 225 welder
- 230V 45.5 amps 60 cycle - old wood mild crate - yard wagon - electric saw - old metal blade fan by Emerson B. Jr. old plows - 4 wheeler tire 22x8x10 - foot boat - metal desk - old cameras - fishing equipment - Buss blowtorch - Coke bottle in case - stone pieces - shop lights
12' Campbell tent - chain link dog pen .5' x12'x5' - lver Johnson MI
Carbine - Anniversary1941-1991 50th with flag in stock nice - S A
rossia 50 cal black powder - 5,000 hard back books - 200 to 300 cameras & projector - garden tide - 3 piece wrought iron set - chalk cat
ref. bowls - Brunswick, Victor, Bluebird records - some LP'S - song
books - baskets - old sleds - golf clubs and much more.
A nice clean auction.

7:00-2:00
Lots of goodies &
Junk from A to Z.
Ladies clothing 4p
to 12, men's XL.

MOVING SALE
3291 HARMON
ROAD
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
8:00-4:00
Bookcases, wicker
furniture, lamps,
end taoles, suntan
bed & lots of misc. 1

ISO

rth 311V,
machine,
collector.
Dr starter,
candles,
trig cornaar, MX
ties, fume
decor anng

8 PARTY HUGE
YARD SALE
502 MAIN ST.
HAZEL
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7AM-5PM
Refrigerator, chest
freezer, horse
saddles, trampoline
riding mower.
household items.
too much to list

TV

GARAGE SALE
WEST ON 464
BACKUSBURG RD
AT 225 KIRKSEY
NEXT TO POST
OfF10E
FRIDAY
7:00-2:00
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
Antiques & furniture,
blue & white
stoneware,
Coca-Cuia trays,
clothes & misc.

NOT RESPONSIBI.E FOR ACCIDENTS

THE MAYFIELD OPEN
(CONSIGNMENT AUCTION)
SAT. APRIL 10T111, AT 9:00 A.M.
At The Fairgrounds
940 W Hausman St "Hwy 121N"
Mayfield, Kentucky
Plan To Come Spend The Day
It Only Happens Twice a Year..
100'S OF ITEMS WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION
Irea Own Mews litarce laellaa-lkisk Amber esti
TR AciroRS --ALL SIZES'I
BACKNOIES - DOZERS
"rmaiNcocis - TU"OILERS.
NAY EQUIP - LAWN & GARDEN EQUIP
PLANTING & TILLAGE EQUIP
M1PLEMENT'S OF EVERY DESCRIPTIONII
WRING YOUR EQUIPMENT TO THE FAIRGROUNDS
IH Ft CP AV CI Ft FRIO AY
Agarll 8th Arid Ott-I
8:00 A.M. Until 6:00 P.M. Each Day
Plena Ils BIN Ora,titled Pall Tub; Free Mrliassal
Fla tidy Asap Nen Bat1is Or liwellas Are MN*

MULTI-FAMILY
ESTATE/YARD
SALE
TAKE 121 S. 2140
HOUSE PAST
CLARKS RIVER
BRIDGE
FRI. 2.00-6:00
SAT. 700-2:00
4-wheeler, hign chair
toys, kitchen items,
glassware tnnkets.
some furniture,
antiques, women s
clothing all saes &
much more

JAMES R. CASH
'RC

'

•

AUC ,.;NEErfl
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Homes For Sak

ID SALE
31
HOOD
:ST
AY &
RDAY
30
it beds.
cycles.
lathing,
triongs,
d female
hund

E SALE
IORT RD
/AY
/-?
rich pew,
Ox10 dog
'Widow air
r. antique
ear, name
lhes XSDI clothes
ach, light
ar stools.

Murray Ledger & limes Faa
Housing Act Notice

real estate adserused henna
%ken to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
iflegal to advertne ins' prefer
ence, bimodal ce discnnunahon based im ram color, reitpon,sex handicap, famthal siatm Of nahonal onion, of Verbal to make ant such prefeTences hrrotations or descrimina.
hon
State laws forbid disonminahon
to the sale rental or advertisre
oi real estate based on tachirs fl
addmon to those protecti-1
udder federal lass
We will know ingls accept or
advertising for nalestate which
is not in striation ri the lass AII
persons are herebf informest
that all dwellings advertised am
avralahle on an equal owortu
nitv basis
For further assistance sah Far
Housing Advertising require
rnenh, contact NAA Counsi.1
Rene P Milan.
M8-100
All

LS

Lob For Sele

WILY

SALE

19

LINA

1DAY

I-?

IE
1ALE
WIN
DAD.
AY
RDAY,
IL?

)rking
1/air unit,
ys and
to list.

Builders
Special!
Oversized
Lot's
Location'
$25,000
Wiswell at King next to
Saratoga Springs
Financing Available.
Call 227-8393

Amur
3 acre lot in prestigious Saratoga Farms.
Beautiful country subdivision on the West
side of Murray. horses
allowed One of the
best lots with trees
and a small pond! First
time offered by owner
$79,900 now or
$85,000. listed in May
Owner @931-2066767 pictures on midsouthhomes.net

BRICK DUPLEX each
unit 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
newer HVAC units. 903
Northwood Dr. Near
MSU on university bus
route, $115,000.
270-435-4001
IMMACULATE brick
home, never been
lived in 3BR. 28A
detached garage on 2
large lots $95.000.
753-9887
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
linerfield Estates.
S1G geal Property
Professionals

1

293-7872

VI Buy Hoaltaill
Inunediste
'
Debit Relm,r
Sruissarc jaeata!
Fore,leeule'
Local Home Buyers
Can tle!p:
No Cost To You
No ttgaity OK
761HOlitiR.COM
(270)761-HOME

50CC Kawasaki 4wheeler 2007, 125CC
Yamaha 4-wheeler
2006 Call 492-8066
Sped Utility Vehicles
99 GMC Yukon Denal
4WD, 114,000 miles
55.800. 436-5160.

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales corn
2-

2,100 sq. ft 4BR
screened
2.5BA,
porch, 2 car attached
garage on 2 acres. 5
minutes from Murray.
Call 270-853-1999

LUNCH AVAILABLE

DAN MILLER 170)4354144 DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 76709223 AUCTIONEERS
www.tlanmilIerauctioneer.com
-My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays'

2009 white, Hyundai
hatchback
accent
7100-miles, 37-42mpg.
10yr/100,000 mile warranty. $13,000. 2931193, 293-9829.

2001 Crown Victoria.
police-interceptor,
white, good body.
paint & tees. Runs &
drives good, 174k,
$2,700 OBO.
(270)556-6527

i

litts &Molars

1992 24' pontoon boa
with 70hp motor & trail
er. 1984 Alumacraft
17' with 70hp motor &
!railer. 273-436-2464

515 00 & up
T&B Lawn Service
Adelt owned & operated
978-5655. 759-9295
L&M
•
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Mink tiring,
Landscaping
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 727-0611
0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
'Remodeling
'Screened Porches
'Garages
'Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
"Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-0507
All Carpentry Canal.
New homes, Additions,
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten floors, Vinyl
Siding,
Decks,
Roofing. Mobile Home
Repair.
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed 8 Insured
OUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A. MONTH
CALL 753-1916
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
punk & tree work

530
Senncss Morel
DAM Lawn Care
227-1916

,..J1r171e1C,11

Free Estimatet.
(270)226-0505 Dave

MITCHELL
BROS. PAVING
leesiden,tial
*Ashhairrtriseiri. • '
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, remover
stump grinding. firewood Insured
489-2839
Green Acres
Lawn Care
A Cut Above The
Rest
'Shrub and tree
trimming
'Gutter cleaning
'Other services
'Quality service at
affordable prices
753-4455

11 \I j'‘, INr vel
\\ 1(.1 \II \
• weck4 it special pickups
•locally 0%1-led/operated
759-1151 •293-2783
293-2714
I la in i 1Ion G ranile
&: Marble
3301 St. Rit 1211R.
753-8087

753-774 ,
Hill Electric

A-SAP TREE
SERVICE
"Large Tree
Removal 'Trimming
'Stump Grinding
'Hangers
Servicing Benton
Hardin & Murray
(270)530-0030
(270)252-4111
ADAMS Horne
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling.
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Maim
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-6726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHAIA'
Paying, Stelleliatint
(Ii llaulinp
10\\ I R
IS

270-753-2279
BAILEY'S
LAWN CARE &
DIRT SERVICE
*Lawn Men,
•Trinimin.
Affordable H
(270)293-3161
BELCHER Painting
Residential
Commercial Interior,
Free
Exterior.
Estimates. 270-2932028-Jerod
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Mowing,
Service
shrubs, tilling, bushecigging. biadework
270-978-0543
270-436-5277
BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fixers &
repairs, decks pressure washed and
stained. 436-2228.
CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814

'DIVORCE with or without Children 5125. With
FREE name change
documents and marital
settlement agreement
Fast and easy. Cali us
24hrsi 7 days. 1-8887 8 9 - 0 1 9 8 .
WWW.COUnDIVO(CeSerVI

(270)227-6160

You can taint oor the
most e.rptriericed
ill Ihut L,.
403 To,,, Thybr Trail

753-9562

MILLS & SON
PRESSURB
VASHING

DSW CUSTOM
PAiNTING
•+.
s

ftliffaidg

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured. Emergency
293-1118

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
1
ANNOUNCEMENTS

'iiigift'

Since 1986
24 Noun SONICE
Res.. Com.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

Thursday, April 8, 2010• 3B

LAWN BOY
LAWN SERVICE
1 rev Iawccar
.estunatr
A e.- 8rd IF bn ,
Get
'me slot,
ayailat
-978-9514
IF YOU ARE
NOT SAT'SFIFD
WITH YOUR
CURRENT .
LAWN SERVICE
AND LOOKING
FOR A NEW
ONE PLEASE
CALL LARRY
AT 227-0726

('1 Hk'S
1.111•('RE

.2-11 22

LAWN Mowing
service. Insured.
I6-years experience.
Call (270)759-4564
LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates. Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156.
270-293-0034
LOCAL Lawn Service
Free Estimates
(270)227-8417
NI,S,•
I

Remiktlelin2.
III
•Koittinu •Setlou:.
•Dyck •Ittilt
lek
Kitchen re
me Estimates
ye,- ;t1tter3.2.1i
ii
IiiV'$.fl2iiS

ii1ernler
4,

cap.

(270)759-0501

ce corn
'One order, One check,
One smart move' Save
time and money by
making one call to place
a 25-word classified in
70 Kentucky newspapers for only $250 For
more information, contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821

HOME
IMPROVEMENT
'DIRT CHEAP PRICES'
Log Cabin Siding,
Hardwood
Flooring,
Wood ceilings Fence
Posts, Fence Boards.
Hemlock barn siding.
Pole Barn Packages,
House Packages' Ph
1-877-845-9663
wvnv yrahamlumber co
INSTRUCTIONAL
'AIRLINES ARE HIRING- Train for high paying Aviation Career.
FAA approved program
Financial aid if qualified- Job Placement
Assistance
Call
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance (888)2072053

REAL ESTATE
*Lake Cumberland 16
AC with Fantastic Brick
Home 'Selling Online
Only
DetailsWWW SellwithHunt com
270-782-2299 Thomas
R
Broker'
Hunt
Auctioneer
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
'APPROVED
FREE
STATE WIA FUNDED
CLASS-A CDt. TRAINING You may qualify if
Cislocated Worker Laid
sat
Collecting
Unemployment
Or
exhausted
benefits
Background must meet
hiring Requirements of
OTR
Trucking
Companies
TRUCK
AMERICA TRAINING
866-244-3644

ML Garage Doors
BUSINESS
'APPROVED
FREE
Installation. Repairs &
SERVICES
STATE WIA FUNDEC .131H
Maintenance
on
Trucking
garage doors & opera- *FREE 6 Room DISH HEAVY EQUIPMENT Company.
Driver
tors. 293-2357.
Network
Satellite OPERATOR TRAINING Trainees Needed! No
MOWING
and System! FREE HO- You may quality if CDL- NO PROBLEM'
Trimming small to OVA' $19 99/mo 120+ Dislocated Worker. Laid Earn up to $900/ week.
Collecting Company
large
Dependable, Digital Channels (for off
endorsed
Or CDL Training. Job
reliable, gutters, mulch, lyr.) Call Now- $400 Unemployment
benefits. assistance. Financial
shrubs trimmed, hau- Signup Bonus' 1-866- exhausted
AMERICAN
HEAVY assistance. 888-780log, 11 years experi- 240-3844
EQUIPMENT TRAIN- 5539
ence. Steven 767-9176
EQUIPMENT
ING 866-280-5836
or 978-7002.
FOR SALE
'COL-A Drivers. Our
MURRAY Power Wash
"ATTEND COLLEGE Freight Needs You'
"Backhoe 97 Case
Commercial
ONLINE from Home. OTR Flatbed & Dry
Residential Vinyl sid- 580L, 4WD Diesel. only 'Medical, 'Business, Van High Miles,
Great
ing, sidewalks, drive- 2 owners 5200 hours. 'Paralegal.
runs, Good Driving
Great shape, service by
ways, parking lots, etc
'Accounting, 'Criminal record
required
Diamond equipment.
293 7063, 293-7022
Justice. Job placement Western Express Call
$18,900. Call 270-791assistance. Computer Bo 888-801-5296
1689 Bowling Green.
O'BRYAN TREE
available. Financial Aid
& DEBRIS
*NEW
Norwood if qualified. Call 866- 'Class-A Drivers: ACT
• Locally.ownrSAWMILLS- 4 6 0 - 9 7 6 5 Now Hiring OTR Runs,
and Operated
LumberMate-Pro han- www.CentureOnline.co Great Pay, Hometime.
Stay in Midwest. Sold
• Free Estimate'
dles logs 34" diameter,
Company wi Proven
mills boards 28" wide
• Lic &Irr;
*Delta Career Academy experience. Ask about
Automated quick-cycle270-703-1021
Training Drivers Class- our Lease Purchase
sawing
increases
effi270-703-4005
A CDL. Job placement Program.
877-584ciency
up
to
40%!
Johhny 0 Bryan
assistance. Regiooal or 7240
www.NorwoodSawmills.
Long Haul Call Mon
com/300N 1-800-661$1,000
thru Fri. 7-5 (800)883- *DRIVERS7746 Ext 3004
0171. Member BBB. Sign-On Bonus! Up to
FINANCIAL
Classes Start Monday, .41 CPM. Good Home
Pool Table Guy,
Time. Health, Dental,
20 Years Experience
'CASH NOW! Get cash
MEDICAL
Vision,
OTR
Tables Elouget. Sold
for your structured setHELP WANTED
Experience Required
Serviced and lhaved
tlement or annuity pay731-819-465
"Ky Health Training: COL-A Flatbed. No
ments. High payouts.
Certified
Clinical felonies. 800-441-4271
Call J.G. Wentworth. 1Medical Assistant, EKG xKY-100
866-SETTLEMENT (1POOR BOYS
Technician, Nurse Aide 'DriversFOOD
866-738-8536). Rated
LAWN CARE
Training, Phlebotomy TANKER
DRIVERS
A+ by the Better
training. Lexington & NEEDED. OTR posiBusiness Bureau.
Georgetown
Day, tions available NOW
HEALTH SERVICES Night, Weekend class- COL-A w/ Tanker
es. 859-963-2901, 888- REQD. Outstanding
*IF you used Type 2
2 7 4 - 2 0 1 8 pay & benefits' Call a
Diabetes Drug AVANwww.kyheaithtraining.c recruiter TODAY! 877DIA and Suffered a
OM
484-3061 vnvw.oaklevstroke
or
heart
attack'
(270)227-9153
transport.corn
You may be entitled to .Part-Time
NUI
.
Se
compensation Attorney Practitioner, The Heart 'Flatbed, Company &
Charles Johnson 1-800- Center of Bowling 0/0 dnvers needed
ProLawn
535-5727
Green is searching tor a 0/0 must have own
Lawn Care
part-time nurse pract- trailer, Company drivers
HELP WANTED
boner to work on can make from 24%*Experienced
phle- Mondays Please fax 27% With excellent
botomists, paramedics. resume to Robert at benefits. Home week(270) 293-1924
MD's, LPN's, MA s 270-782-8025
ends. Call M-F 8am4pm. 800-525-3383 ext.
PROLAWN Scheduled needed for part-time
MISCELLANEOUS
Insurance
106 VAVW.tlexpress_corn
Lawncare. 1st mowing Mobile
Examinations. $16-30/ 'FREE 6 Room DISH
free. 270-293-1924.
exam. KY. Southern IN. Network
Satellite •OTR Drivers Needed.
Detail oriented, inde- System' FREE HD- Reefer, Tanker and
" QUICK
Positions.
pendent
DVR, $19 99/mo 120+ Flatbed
STRIPN*3 work. E-mailcontractor
resume: Digital Channels (for Prime Inc. is a financial'We/ken lots
I year) Cali Now- $400 ly staple, expanding
gpd dinsightbb.com
Signup BONUS' 1-877- and growing carrier 9
*Motivated? Good with
months + OTR exp. 1465-5745
people? Love the sun?
wale.*
80 ! 2 77 - 02 1 2
Free to travel? Call
free Eatitnetas
www.primerric.com
Deanna at 888-355tin B
0)283-2892 6755. Paid training and
tree transportation.
WILL mow, tnm,
mulch, paint, clear-up,
&infirm Oland
T. Square
Home
or help move
Repair
(270)293-9086
Handyman
YEARRY'S
Tree
"Spring
SpecialAce Tree
Service. Free estiCleaning siding &
Service
<s
Toile
Detail
Auk;
mates. Phone
decks. Free estimates.
& Stump
436-2562, 227-0267
Licensed & Insured.
Removal
262-490-4692
TROYER'S
YES
270-759-4116
Construction
Aerial BucketTruck
Metal Roofing, Pole
Insured
Barr, Shingles
** **
(
270
)804-6884
(270)898-8733
5 Star
Tile & Marble
TUTOR available Al (270)564-8798
(270,205-9826.
subjects
12701 2215648
270-994-9218
murraytutor @ gmaft corn

•

L

1

Roger R. Delgado
(270)382-2041

THE Murray Ledger & Times considers its sources reliable, but inaccuracies
do occur. Readers using this information do so at their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein are believed to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger & Times, nor any of its employees accept any responsibility
whatsoever fur their activities.

WESLEY'S
Lawn
Maintenance. Relax!
Let us do your lawn
this year! Landscaping,
mowing, edge. shrubs,
mulching. leaf removal,
tree service, seeding,
fertilizing,
aerating.
References available.
No Contract Required.
Free estimates &
insured. Over 15yrs.
expenence Block and
Subdivision discounts.
270-703-9610.

Worm's Turf
7048 19tato Rout* 94 W
Murray,KY 48071
,wro 485-4088

• Installation
• Pick-up or Delivery
Richard Price
270 293-8035
Jeremy Workman
r 270 978-7E112

Bubbe. one year, male, neutered,
Rade), adult. male Treeing
domestic short hair, orange and
Walker Coonhound
white [mix'
SHELTER HOURS: MON:FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
.„
For more inform/lion contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270)759-4141

•
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Weida Back
10 years age
Published is a picture of Diva
Haire reputing a daisy as she
helps the Murray State University Club preparing for its annual Spring Bedding Plant Sale
Apnl 14-15 at the new greenhouse. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Winners of the Murray Art
Guild Exhibition were Nicole
Hand. Barbara Crutendon, Teresa Brinell, David Biblhouser.
Carolyn Daniels. Barbara Hunt
and Linda Little.
Ronnie Gibson, president and
CEO of The Murray Bank, has
been selected to serve with the
board of directors for Cumberlend Bancorp, Inc, based in
Nashville, Tenn.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Peter
O'Rourke, history teacher, presenting Neal Simmons, eighth grader at Calloway County Middle
W1001, a letter from Natrona]
Oeographic Society, notifying him
that he has qualified for the state
finals of the National Geographic Society Geography Bee at
Louisville with 100 other students.
Also pictured is Harry D.
Thorsen, Boy Scout leader and
collector front Sarasota, 1-la.,
showing sonic of the 2.0,000 Boy
Scout items he donated to the
National Boy Scouts of America Museum in Murray. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Todd
0. Ross.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of a
tree in front of Oakhurst at Murray State University that fell
around 10:30 a.m. today blocking traffic on Main Street and
tearing down power lines and
street lights. Murray Electric System went to the scene to repair
the lines whit the tree was being
removed from the street.
Births iepuited include a boy
10 Mr. and Mrs. Keith Adams,
March 19. and a boy to Mr. and

Mrs. Timothy A. Murphy, March
25
Miss Annie Willis celebrated
her 100th birthday on March 1.
She IS a resident of Fern Terrace Lodge_
40 years ago
Mrs Faye Nell Kelso, homemaker from Calloway County,
has been selected to appear in
the 1970 edition of "Community Leaders of America." She was
one of among 4,000 citizens
selected trom across the nation.
Elected as officers of the Carter
School Unit of Parent-Teacher
Association were Mrs.Ronald
Boyd, president: Mrs. Hugh Lents,
vice president; Mrs. E.D. Roberts,
secretary. and Ms. John Grogan,
treasurer.
Births iepuited include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. David Houser,
April 1.
SO years ago
Mrs. Joseph G. Fowler, Red
Cross volute= field consultant
for Calloway County and other
parts of Western Kentucky, was
the speaker at the weekly meeting of thc Murray Rotary Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
house.
Births reported include a girl
to Dr. and Mrs. Billy Jackson
and a girl to Mr and Mrs. Burl
Btaireen.
An open house will be April
10 from 2:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. at
the parsonage of South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church.
60 years ago
A.C. Jackson, operator of Hotel
National, Murray, announced that
Mr. and Mrs. James E. (Buddy)
Quinn are the new managers of
the hotel at Main arid Sixth Sweets,
Murray.
The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held 'Talent Night" at its regular meeting
at the club house.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is "Renegades of the Sage"
starring Charles Starrett and Smiley Barnett.

When it comes to adopting
a pet, old is often best
DEAR ABBY: We are senirs like "Thinking About
Adopting in LAS Vegas" (Feb.
2), who wants to adopt a dog.
He may find it difficult to
adopt one, especially since big
hearts and
lots of love
and patience
many times
aren't Considered
"enough"
today. We
were denied
every dog
we wanted
adopt
to
By Abigag
until a volVan Buren
unteer
at
Petfinder. corn advised us that
considering our ages. we should
adopt a senior dog. We took
their advice and have been
blessed with 9-year-old Benji
for almost a year.
Puppies are like grandchildren -- full of love, but they
can leave us seniors exhausted. Senior dogs nap, are more
mellow than puppies and are
usually housebroken. If that
man outlives his dog, he'll know
he gave his precious little one
a good home and lots of love
If Petfusder is in his area, they
will make sure your little one
is adopted into the perfect
home -- not just "any" home.
-- BEMIS PARENTS IN
WASHINGTON STATE
DEAR BENDS PARENTS: Thank you for supporting the adoption of older
dogs. Readers provided some
doggone good resources for
adopting -- or acting as a foster patent -- for an abandoned
or abused do:. Read on:

Dow Palsy

Today In Eatery
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, April 8. the
98th day of 2010. There are 267
days left in the year.Today's Highlight in History:
On April 8, 1974, Hank Aaron
of the Atlanta Braves hit his 7 I 5111
career home run in a game against
the Los Angeles Dodgers, breaking Babe Ruth's record.
On this date:
In 1513, explorer Juan Ponce
de Leon and his expedition began
exploring the Florida coastline.
In 1913, the 17th Amendment

-Et Jek Et-he El

to the Constitution, providing for
direct popular election of United
States senators (as opposed to
appointment by state legislatures),
was ratified.
In 1935, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt nipped the Emergency'
Relief Appropriations Act., which
provided money for programs such
as the Works Progress Achninetration.
ln 1973, artist Pablo Picasso
died at his home near Mormons
France, at age 91.
In 1988, TV evangelist Jimmy

Swaggart resigned from the Assemblies of God after he was defrecked
for rejecting an order from the
church's national leaders to stop
preaching for a year amid reports
he'd consorted with a prostitute.
In 1990, Ryan White, the
teenage AIDS patient whose batik fix acceptance gamed :tattooal attentiore died In ladianapolis
at age 18.
In 1994, Kurt Cohaire singer
and guitarist for the grunge band
Nirvana, was found dead from an
self-itifficted gunshot wound.
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Friend's actions confusing
DEAR DR. GOTIO: A friend of
Mk' is 81 For the past several
months, she has been experiencing
flailing of the anus and legs, arching i I her back and has no control
of die whom I thought along the
lines of seizures, but she is awake
through all the episodes and knows
exactly what is happening. Would
you have any idea what could cause
these symptoms?
y:ur
id every
day, and
have helped

()mut in the hand or foot, moving
Men that limb onward as the elec
treed activity spreads to the team
DEAR ABBY: In most states
A person wi'l be completely aware
people can now create a trust
of what is happening during the
for their pet. They can put
rammed activity.
funds into it and, in this way,
I reenanand your friend wise an
benefit Useir pet by naming a
appointment *Mb her priossepase
trustee and caretaker to assure
physiciag et a irsok01 list*
lab testis.el IOW eis rule it will be taken care of until
a nemshog of parked& As
it passes away. In the trust
treeneopiagapas (11110), URI
they can state all their wishCT was id* be appropriate fat
es, as singer Dusty Springfield
confiemation of diagnosis. If she is
did in stating she wanted her
found to have a 'Maar disorder,
one could occur at as inopportune
dog fed only imported baby
s°
p1e7ny
l hope
Pec' time and cause injury to her or othfood, its bed lined with her
you have an ers. This should be avoided at all
nightgowns and her records
answer to this cost. liscre are a great number of
played when it went to sleep.
Than
p u zkzi
y .na gi prescription medications avaihibk
physic
-- MARC S. IN CLEVELAND
for control. As a friend, express
problem
u. your concerns and suggest she seek
DEAR
ABBY:
Most
assistance.
Humane Societies now offer
Dr. Gott
DEAR
To provide related information. I
a "senior for senior" discount
READER: am sending you a copy of my
By
where a qualified senior citi"Medical
Report
Dr. Peter Gott There are a Health
zen can adopt a senior comnumber
of Specialists."
medical conditions I considered
panion animal, usually 7 years
DEAR DR. GOTT: You once
when first reading your letter. The wrote about severe spootaneous
old or older, with all the fees
first was Tourette's syndrome. This rectal spasms. I Afil experiencing
waived. Please tell "Thinking"
was easy to rule out, however, this and am eager to have you
that he car find what he's
because diagnosis, in pare is con- respond so I can take your ins a er
looking for in companionship, firmed in the presence of both to my gynecologist
motor and vocal tics that can but
and a middle-aged or older
DEAR READER: I believe the
don't necessarily occur at the same condition to which you are referdog that would usually be
time. Then I put on rny thinking cap nng is proctalgia fugax. with pain
passed up at the pound will
and realized your friend is likely that can be sharp, stabbing or feel
get a new leash on life. -naming from seizure activity. I like a cramp at the opening of the
TANNA. DIAMOND BAR, will explain why. Seizures are an anus. A similar condition is Levator
indication of a brain problem. but Ann Syndrome, a dull pain felt
CALIF.
not all seizures cause convulsions higher up the rectal passage.
DER ABBY: Many dog
and unconsciousness. For example, Proctalgia fugax pain is brief, so
rescues need kind, loving fosfocal or partial seizures occur in treatment isn't generally neeessary.
ter homes for abused and abanjust one part of the brain, as lesator am can be treated with sitz
doned animals who are awaitopposed to generalized seizures, baths, ibuprofen. naproxen or maswhich affect both sides. They can sage to the muscles.
ing adoption. It is hard to give
be brought on by abnormal heart Prevention is often successful by
up a dog after you have fosrhythms, brain damage or infection, incorporaurg a high-fiber diet and
tered and taken care of it for
high fever, metabolic disorders and drinking plenty of water. Your
a while, and you do have the
a great deal more.
physician should be able to diagoption of adopting it yourself,
And now the interesting pan: A nose you based on your symptoms
but believe me, this is defiJacksonian seizure falls into the If questions arise, a digital euun
nitely a worthwhile cause. "partial seizure" category. it affects might be performed so hemorone part of the body and will then rhoids, a mass or anal fissures can
When you take in a foster,
spread to another. Movements may be ruled out.
their eyes are dull. But after
receiving love and attention
from a caregiver, those eyes
sparkle and you know you
have done something wonderEast dealer.
os canteen the king of hearts with the
ful. -- ELLIE IN HUMBLE, East-West vulnerable.
aee and returned the king of diaNORTH
TEXAS
monds at trick two, This would have
*Kr 102
saddled declarer with an unavoidable
DEAR ABBY: After prac91 73
diamond !oser.
ticing as a vet for 35 years,
log•
The wheeling defense was not
*K 1082
may I offer a suggestion to
malty very difficult to find. All East
WEST
EAST
had
to do was to overcome the natuyour readers? Wonderful older
+9754
+83
ral as ersion to wasting an ace on his
pets are put to sleep every
K Q9 2
A 10 6 5 4 partner's king. However, a little
+37543
day at shelters across the coun0K062
thought should have convinced East
4
•A4
that overtaking the king was a pertry. These pets are usually
SOUTH
fectly sound play.
housetrained,
leash-trained.
•Ata6
The tiddlag, the opening lead and
calm and eager for love and
V8
dummy's threatening spades all indi•
A
9
cated that a then-vend shift at trick
attention. Puppies(and kittens),
4da 9 7 6 33
two was maiidatory. West's heart
on the other hand, need conThe bidding:
raise must have eine based on three,
East
stant attention, braining and
Saadi West
North
four or five hearts. if he had five
I V
2
2V
3+
hearts, no harm could come than
activity.
3V
5+
Pass
Pass
playing the ace, glace in that case
Visit a pet shelter, and you
IX*
declarer would ruff the first trick If
may find your "perfect comOpening lead — king of hearts.
West had four hearts, South would
Bridge is not a game that can be have one. and East could again
panion patiently waiting for
alas cd by rote-' thinking is a bash afford to play the ACC and make the
your love. -- KEN COHN, requirement. To play mechanically
is vital diamond shift
TUCSON, ARIZ.
Le-awn to lead to aoor results.
Finally, if West had three hams,
For example, take this deal where the ace play could do no harm, since
•••
West led the king of hears, which
West was malted with the queen by
Dear Abby is written by
held, and continued with a heart. his lead of the kin* (With three or
Abigail Van Buren, also
ruffed by declarer. South lost a club more hearts not incheiirig the queen,
to Eases ace and then had II easy
West would lead a low card. Only
known as Jeanne Phillips,
Licks, eventually discarding his dia- with a h !ding headed by the K-Q
and was founded by her mothmond loser on dummy s fourth spade would he lead the king.) All signs
er. Pauline Phillips. Write
after the last trump was drawn.
therefore pointed in one direction:
The coatract could have been that East should play the ace of
Dear Abby at www.DearAbdefeated. however. Fast should have hearts at trice one.
by.corn or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Tomorrow: Double-dummy problem
Angeles, CA 96069.
C25O Sons fecurra Synthcate
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Crosswords
ACROSS
1 Robin Williams
rote
5 Sell cheap
9 My my;
12 Aroma
13 Leer
14 Diamond stet
15 Under
17 The — Lama
19 -- you kidding?
20 Cross the creak
21 Adhere
24 Appetizers
27 Erode
28 Abrupt
29 Left Bank Mend
30 Historian's word
31 Adds water
32 Take a. toll on
33"Weetworld'
name
34 Kennel features
35 IOU
36 Typist's
concern
38 Bashfully
39 Woods insect

4I.-1 IN IR IF lIE 1_1:4(

MIMI

1

40 Miracle- —
(paint food)
41 Trombone
aellunct
43 Had u cookout
47 Sentimental
drivel
48— colada tram
&ink)
50 Rochester's
Jane
51 Neutral color
52 Ignore
53 Actor Bruce —

Answer to Previous Puzzle
BIB FUSE F4AVE
UNIX LIPS
AJI
RELEGATE URSA
A R; I
CAB
EIT1S=
A SC'0
NC
F1'O.E
ABET NAIB DAtit
-1
NIX
R B EDEIZI
ESTE
A
0WU AL LW
OAHU MN T I EIMIE E
FLEA MOAN MUIL
MEN BERM PIM

DOWN
1 Sea dog
2 Fruity drink
3 Jimmy's
suceassor
4 Moralize
5 Be too fond
6"Yecc.h!"
7 Chem-lab
/TOMS.
8 Stuffy scholars
9 ESP
10 Tii Jana Mrs'"
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11 Chiang — shek
16 Vessel built by
Noah
18 Tooth-fillers'
Ofg
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1
14
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600O NEWS,SIR .. THE
PRINCIPAL ASKEP THE
CUSTODIAN TO CLIMB IA AND
FiX THE LEAK IN THE ROOF..

THE CUSTOVIAN
FELL OFF THE ROOF !

I

11

muua

1111611111/111
19
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MIMI
mma

1
to 71d
mamma
maaa ll
1i1111

fill as 1111111111101111
Jo II ill
.1.1
mm
51

maim

Mill

20 Alerts
21 Rocks
22 Touch base
(2 wds.)
23 Kind of booth
24 Prompting
25 Click 'send"
(hyph.)
26 LX
28 Peanut.butter
nugget
31 Arm muscles
36 Became less
warm
37 Spanish hero
38 Dernier —
40 Catch onto
41 Police dept.
tank
42 Mauna —
43 Wildebeest
44 Strong soap
45 Do the wrong
Ming
46 Cub Scout
subdivision
49 Not out

